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BACKGROUND
An alpha (α)-particle is a ionised 4He nucleus with a +2 electric charge and, therefore, it is relatively heavier
than other subatomic particles emitted from decaying radionuclides such as electrons, neutrons, and protons.
Because of this physical properties, α-particles are more effective ionization agents with linear energy transfer
(LET) of the order of magnitude of 100 keV/µm, and are highly efficient in depositing energy over a short range
in tissue (50–100 µm). Actually, a α-particle deposits 1500 times more energy per unit path length than a βparticle. The high mean energy deposition in tissues gives α-radiation exquisite cytotoxicity, which commonly
manifests itself within the range of cell’s dimensions. This high LET may allow for an accurately controlled
therapeutic modality that can be targeted to selected malignant cells with negligible burden to normal tissues. The
short path length renders α-emitters suitable for treatment of minimal disease such as micro metastases or residual
tumour after surgical resection of a primary lesion, hematologic cancers, infections, and compartmental cancers.
A highly desirable goal in cancer therapy is the ability to target malignant cells while sparing normal cells. If
significant differential targeting is achieved by a radiolabelled vector specifically designed to hold onto cancer
cells, then a toxic payload on the vector will deliver a lethal dose preferentially to those cells expressing higher
concentrations of the target molecule. This could be achieved by using highly cytotoxic α-particle radiation
carried to specific sites of cancer cells by appropriate vectors. The short path length of the α-particle will crucially
decrease the risk of damage to surrounding healthy cells and increase the selectivity of the radiation treatment.
Recently, a pharmaceutical-grade radium-223 chloride solution was the first α-emitting radiopharmaceutical
to be approved for clinical use in the treatment of metastatic bone disease. Other α-emitting radionuclides that are
medically relevant and currently available for potential therapeutic application are Astatine-211 (211At), Bismuth212 (212Bi), Bismuth-213 (213Bi), Actinium-225 (225Ac), Radium-223 (223Ra), Lead-212 (212Pb), Thorium-227
(227Th), and Terbium-149 (149Tb). Production technologies for these radionuclides range from nuclear reactors to
cyclotrons and generator systems. There is a continuous effort to develop simpler and more efficient production
methods of α-emitting radionuclides to make them widely available for investigational purposes. Another key
aspect of the research on α-therapy is the need to establish efficient chemical procedures for tethering the αradionuclide to a selected vector molecule. In fact, unlike lighter β-particles, the massive character of α-particles
might have a greater impact on the stability of the resulting radioconjugate in solution, thus indicating that robust
chemical approaches should be applied to achieve a satisfactory stabilization.
Considering the high potential of α-emitters for future development of radionuclide therapy, the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) organized a Technical Meeting on ‘Alpha Emitting Radionuclides
and Radiopharmaceuticals for Therapy’, from June 24 to 28, 2013, at IAEA Headquarters in Vienna with the
purpose of gathering eminent Experts in the field and discuss with them the status and future perspectives of the
field. Sixteen Experts and two External Observers from ten different countries, and four IAEA Technical Officers
attended this meeting. Outstanding lectures have been presented covering all relevant aspects of α-therapy, which
were followed by extensive discussions and analysis. Selected arguments encompassed production methods and
availability of alpha-emitting radionuclides, labelling chemistry of alpha-emittting radioelements, design and
development of target-specific radiopharmaceuticals, physical principles of alpha-particle dosimetry and advanced
dosimetric models, biological effects of alpha radiation at the cellular level, on-going preclinical and clinical
studies with new radiopharmaceuticals, results of clinical trials on the use of radium-223 chloride solutions for the
treatment of metastatic bone cancer. The broad scientific background of invited components of the Experts’ panel
conferred a strong interdisciplinary trait to the overall discussion and stimulated a critical analysis of this
emerging unexplored field. Results of this comprehensive overview on alpha therapy, including recommendations
to the Agency on suitable initiatives that may help to promote and spread the knowledge to Members States on
this emerging therapeutic modality, are summarized in the present Report.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The rationale of targeted alpha-therapy (TAT)

Alpha-particle-emitting radionuclides have been the subject of considerable investigation as cancer
therapeutics, and a number of reviews on this topic have been published. In the context of targeted therapy, alphaparticle emitters have the advantages of high potency and specificity. These advantages arise from the densely
ionizing track and short path length of the emitted positively charged helium nucleus in tissue. The practical
implication of these features is that it is possible to sterilize individual cancer cells solely from self-irradiation
with alpha-particle emitters, a result that is not possible to obtain with beta-particle emitters given dose-deposition
characteristics, achievable radiopharmaceutical specific activity, tumour-cell antigen expression levels and the
need to avoid prohibitive toxicity [1]. This is a clear distinction between potential of alpha-therapy and that of the
more widely used radionuclide therapy based on beta-particle emission [2].
These attributes combine to provide the fundamental strength and rationale for using alpha-particle-emitting
radionuclides for cancer therapy. Current approaches to cancer treatment are largely ineffective once the cancer
has metastasized and cancer cells are disseminated throughout the body. Thus the task is to eliminate isolated
cancer cells in transit, cancer cell clusters and vascular tumours. There is also increasing evidence that not all
tumour cells are relevant targets for effective tumour eradication and that sterilization of a putative sub-population
of tumour stem cells may be critical to treatment efficacy [3]. The eradication of such stem cells requires a
targeted therapy that is potent enough to sterilize individual cancer cells and microscopic cancer cell clusters
(even at low dose-rate and low oxygen tension), and that exhibits an acceptable toxicity profile. Alpha-particle
emitting radionuclides address this critical need.
Therapeutic nuclear medicine is a multidisciplinary field and therapy with alpha particle emitters is surely
one of the most demanding multidisciplinary endeavours. For this reason, the present report is composed of three
main parts: (a) alpha-emitting radionuclides and radiopharmaceuticals, (b) preclinical and clinical data and (c)
dosimetry and radiobiology.
To accomplish these goals, reliable, cost-effective sources of alpha-particle emitters are needed for research
and development, and to support their routine use in clinical practice. Improved chemical labelling and stability is
needed to achieve the desired biodistribution and associated dose distribution necessary for successful therapy
with acceptable acute and long-term toxicities. These limitations have not yet slowed the development and clinical
use of alpha-emitter targeted therapy relative to the use of beta-emitting radionuclides, but may do so in the future.
Clinical trial results have been previously reviewed [4,5]. The first clinical trial of an alpha-particle emitter
in radiolabeled antibody therapy employed 213Bi conjugated to an anti-leukemia antibody (HuM195) and it was
reported in 1997, four years after 213Bi was first suggested for therapeutic use [6]. This was followed by human
trials of intralesional and systemic endstage malignant melanoma using the Bi-213 labelled 9.2.27 Mab against the
MCSP antigen [7,8]. The anti-tenascin antibody (81C6) was labelled with the alpha-emitter radionuclide 211At and
used in patients with recurrent malignant glioma [9]. In addition to these two antibody-based trials, a clinical trial
using radium-223 chloride for the treatment skeletal metastases in patients with breast and prostate cancer was
completed [10]. More recently, 211At-labelled antibody fragment targeting ovarian carcinoma was tested in a
phase I clinical study [11]. Bismuth-213-labelled peptides have also been evaluated in clinical studies. An
Actinium-225-labelled mAb (HuM195) was also tested against acute myeloid leukemia [12] Future trials with
alpha-emitters are anticipated using antibodies labelled with 211At or 213Bi and directed against tumour
neovasculature. The results of these clinical studies, along with recent preclinical studies targeting other diseases,
are detailed in this report.
Dosimetry for alpha-particle emitting radiopharmaceuticals presents a number of challenges [13−16]. The
fundamental dosimetry formalism, described in the Medical Internal Radiation Dose (MIRD) Committee
Pamphlet 21 [17] with the guidance provided in MIRD Pamphlet 22 [18], can accommodate the majority of
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absorbed dose calculations for alpha-particle emitters. These approaches are optimal for circumstances in which
single dosimetric parameter values (e.g., mean absorbed dose to a target volume) are expected to adequately
reflect biological effect. In the majority of situations, however, the short range of alpha particles relative to the
typical scale of human organ dimensions and associated critical or target cell populations (i.e., target volumes)
will lead to a highly non-uniform irradiation of the target volume. In these cases the distribution of the absorbed
dose to the target volume is required to predict the biological effects and the micro-level distribution of alphaemitters relative to the range of the alpha particles should be carefully considered [19]. Traditional organ or even
voxel-based calculations will fail to provide dosimetry information relevant to understanding or predicting the
biological response. Furthermore, human imaging-based pharmacokinetic information cannot be currently
obtained at the needed (sub-mm) resolution. Finally, there is no agreed-upon quantity and associated unit with
which to express the results of a correctly performed alpha-emitter absorbed dose calculation that is weighted to
reflect deterministic biological effects (tumour kill or toxicity).
The radiobiology of alpha-emitters that is relevant to targeted therapy in humans remains far from being
entirely understood. However, the Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE) has been consistently found higher
than unity, thus indicating that, for an equal amount of energy deposited in a cell, the probability of cellular death
is greater than for beta particles or photons, and absence of effects due to hypoxia and dose rate on cell killing
potential has been clearly demonstrated. However, the RBE is only applicable for a specific endpoint and is not
appropriate for personalised dosimetry when genetic radiation sensitivity can be important. The direct
measurement of a biological endpoint would obviate these problems.
1.2. Timeless of the Report

In addition to the recent preclinical and clinical studies that demonstrated the efficacy of targeted alpha
therapy in a variety of animal models and clinical situations, as well as the manageable toxicity of this treatment,
radium-223 chloride, designated as Xofigo, has been registered in the US because of its good palliative effect on
bone pain and on significant improvement of survival in prostate cancer patients. These recent results have
renewed interest in alpha-emitting radionuclides and their application in Nuclear Medicine. This interest is
highlighted by the fact that companies have become involved in this research. The present report will review the
current status of the alpha-therapy field and emphasize the potential benefits of this innovative therapeutic option
against otherwise incurable diseases.

2. RADIONUCLIDES
2.1. Short review of the status of the field
2.1.1. Decay characteristics of actinium-225 and bismuth-213

The radionuclide Ac-225 is a pure alpha emitter with a half-life of 10 days [20]. It decays via a cascade of
six relatively short-lived radionuclide daughters to stable 209Bi (Fig. 1). The predominant decay path of 225Ac
yields net four alpha particles with a large cumulative energy of 28 MeV and two beta disintegrations having
maximum energy of 1.6 and 0.6 MeV. Gamma emissions useful for in vivo imaging are generated in the 225Ac
decay path from disintegration of Francium-221 (221Fr) (218 keV, 11.6% emission probability) and 213Bi (440 keV,
26.1% emission probability). Its relatively long half-life of 10 days and the multiple alpha particles generated in
the rapid decay chain render 225Ac a highly cytotoxic radionuclide [20].
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FIG. 1. Decay chain of uranium-233.

The radionuclide 213Bi is a mixed alpha/beta emitter with a half-life of 46 min [20]. It mainly decays via
beta- emission to the ultra short-lived, pure alpha emitter Polonium-213 (213Po) (T1/2 = 4.2 µs, Eα = 8.375 MeV)
with a branching ratio of 97.8% (Figure 1). The remaining 2.2 % of 213Bi decays lead to Thallium-209 (209Tl) via
alpha particle emission (Eα = 5.549 MeV, 0.16%, Eα = 5.869 MeV, 2.01 %). Both 213Po and 209Tl finally decay
via Lead-209 (209Pb) (T1/2 = 3.25 h, β-) into stable 209Bi [21]. The 8.375 MeV alpha particle emitted by 213Po has a
path length of 76 µm in human tissue. It is contributing more than 98% of the alpha particle energy emitted per
disintegration of 213Bi and can therefore be considered the main responsible for its cytotoxic effects. The majority
of the total particle energy emitted in each disintegration of 213Bi originates from alpha decay (92.7%), while only
7.3 % of decay energy is contributed by beta particle emission, including the decay of 209Pb [22]. The decay of
213
Bi is accompanied by the emission of a 440 keV photon (emission probability of 26.1%) that can be detected
using gamma cameras equipped with commercially available high energy collimators, thus allowing the
monitoring of 213Bi biodistribution and the conduction of pharmacokinetic and dosimetric studies.
2.1.2. Production of actinium-225 and bismuth-213

To date all preclinical and clinical studies investigating 213Bi-labelled radioconjugates have been conducted
using 225Ac/213Bi produced via radiochemical extraction from 229Th (T1/2 = 7340 y) sources available from the
decay of 233U. Alternative ways of producing 225Ac/213Bi, including the irradiation of 226Ra targets using neutrons,
protons, deuterons or gamma-rays [23−26] have been developed, but have not yet been implemented for regular
supply of 225Ac/213Bi. Sources of 229Th allowing the production of clinically relevant activities of 225Ac/213Bi are
currently available at the Institute for Transuranium Elements (ITU) in Karlsruhe, Germany [27,28], Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL), USA [29] and at the Institute of Physics and Power Engineering (IPPE) in Obninsk
[30] (Table 1). The 229Th sources have been obtained by separation from aged, fissile 233U originally produced by
neutron irradiation of natural 232Th.
Overall the current worldwide production of actinium-225 from thorium-229 amounts to approximately 63
GBq (1.7 Ci) per year [31,32]. Actinium is available from ITU, DOE, Russia and can be produced by TUM and
ITU. In addition to a variety of preclinical studies, this level of production is sufficient to facilitate a limited
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number of clinical trials. Based on the levels of 213Bi activity administered in clinical studies to date, it can be
estimated that combining all sources of 225Ac/213Bi currently available up to 100−200 patients could be treated
annually.
However, for a widespread clinical application of 213Bi the availability of 225Ac/213Bi has to be increased
significantly and automated cheaper production scheme is needed. Consequently, a number of studies have
investigated alternative production routes as reviewed in [33]. Among these routes, the production of 225Ac by
proton irradiation of 226Ra targets in a cyclotron through the reaction 226Ra(p, 2n)225Ac is currently the most
promising process for large scale production. The maximum cross-section for the nuclear reaction has been
reported as 7.1 × 102 ± 68 mb at 16.8 MeV proton energy [23]. The production can be performed in mediumsized cyclotrons at proton energies below 30 MeV with thick target yields of 18 MBq/µAh at 25 MeV [34,35].
Consequently, a single irradiation of a thick target of 226Ra for 20 h at a moderate proton current of 50 µA would
result in the production of 18 GBq (486 mCi) 225Ac, corresponding to approximately one third of its current
annual worldwide production. Although the handling of cyclotron targets containing 226Ra is technically
demanding, the production of 225Ac via cyclotron irradiation of 226Ra seems to be the method of choice for largescale, cost-effective production and can be expected to provide the amounts of 225Ac required for widespread
application in the mid-term future. Techniques have been validated and other countries, like Argentina, are
already exploring the possibility to reproduce that technology as a local project and as cooperation agreements as
well.
TABLE 1. PRODUCERS OF 225Ac AND MAIN PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS [27,29,30]
Producer

Institute for
Transuranium Elements

Oak Ridge National
Laboratory

Institute of Physics and
Power Engineering

1.7 (45.6 mCi)

5.55 (150 mCi)

5.55 (150 mCi)

Max. annual production
(GBq of 225Ac)

13 (350 mCi)

22.2 (600 mCi)

26.6 (720 mCi)

Max. batch size (GBq of 225Ac)

1.3 (35 mCi)

2.2 (60 mCi)

229

Th (GBq)

Specific activity

15

1.85 (50 mCi)
4

Carrier-free 2.1 × 10 Bq/g (5.8 × 10 Ci/g)

2.1.3. Actinium-225/bismuth-213 generators and labelling chemistry of bismuth-213

In clinical settings, 213Bi is produced from radionuclide generators loaded with its long-lived mother nuclide
Ac (T1/2 = 10 d). Owing to the 46 min half-life of 213Bi, elution and labelling of carrier molecules with 213Bi is
performed on site immediately before application. Several generator types have been studied based on the use of
cation and anion exchange [36−40] or extraction chromatography [27]. 225Ac/213Bi generators based on AG MP50 cation exchange resin [39,40] are most established and have been used for all patient studies with 213Bi to date.
213
Bi is eluted using a mixture of 0.1 M NaI/0.1 M HCl. As an example, the ITU standard 225Ac/213Bi generator
with a resin bed volume of 0.33 ml is eluted with 0.6 ml of 0.1 M NaI/0.1 M HCl with 76 ± 3% elution yield of
213
Bi and < 0.2 ppm breakthrough of 225Ac [40].
225

The oxidation state of bismuth under physiological conditions is +3. As hard Lewis acid the Bi3+ cation has
a strong affinity for oxygen and nitrogen donors and also forms stable complexes with sulfur and halogens, in
particular iodide. The labelling of biological carrier molecules with 213Bi is generally performed using chelating
agents based on derivatives of DTPA (diethylene triamine pentaacetic acid) or DOTA (1,4,7,10tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid). Derivatives of the open chain chelating ligand DTPA are
particularly suitable for 213Bi-labelling of antibodies due to their fast complexation kinetics at room temperature.
As bismuth(III) complexes of pre-organised derivative CHX-A''-DTPA (N-[(R)-2-amino-3-(paminophenyl)propyl]-trans-(S,S)-cyclohexane-1,2-diamine-N,N,N’,N”,N”-pentaacetic acid) showed a good in
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vivo stability, pre-organised CHX-A''-DTPA is the chelate of choice for 213Bi-labelling of antibodies. The chelate
can be linked to antibodies in straightforward manner via reaction of an isothiocyanato derivative with ε-amino
groups of lysine residues or by reaction of a maleimido derivative with thiolated antibodies.
Based on the high stability of the 213Bi(DOTA)-complex, the potential usefulness of the widely used macrocyclic
DOTA ligand for chelation of Bi(III) has been early recognized. The synthesis protocol based on microwave
heating to 95 °C at pH 8−9 was developed that allows 213Bi-labelling of DOTA-chelated peptides with
radiochemical yields exceeding 99% and specific activities exceeding 50 MBq/nmol within less than 5 min
reaction time. Using this robust synthesis scheme, DOTA chelated peptides developed for peptide receptor
radiotherapy can be labelled with 213Bi in a straightforward manner.
2.1.4. Actinium-225 labelling

The state of the art chelator for actinium-225 is DOTA, and the labelling method for antibodies with Ac-225
consists of two steps. The first step being the Ac-225 DOTA-Bn-NCS complexation, followed by the reaction of
the 225Ac-DOTA-Bn-NCS with the mAb. The crucial idea for this two-step approach was that, when the
complexation of Ac(III) with DOTA is conducted at elevated temperatures and basic pH (first step), presumably a
more stable complex is formed. However, since higher temperature / pH are known to have a negative effect on
the antibody efficiency, the conjugation to the biomolecule can hence only be conducted at lower temperatures in
a second step. With this two-step synthesis yields up to 10 % are reachable.
Stable chelated forms have been made for actinium-225, and while no side effects of the daughters of Ac225 have yet been observed in ongoing human trials in patients with AML, the long term consequences of
actinium daughters needs further investigation.
2.1.5. Production and availability of astatine-211

The 7.2-h half-life radiohalogen 211At offers many potential advantages for targeted alpha-particle therapy
[41]. However, its use for this purpose is constrained by its limited availability. Astatine-211 can be produced in
reasonable yield from irradiation of natural bismuth targets via the 209Bi(α,2n)211At nuclear reaction utilizing
straightforward methods. There is some debate as to the best incident alpha-particle energy for maximizing 211At
production while minimizing production of 210At, which is problematic because of its 138.4-day half life a-particle
emitting daughter, Polonium-210 (210Po). Alpha particle beam energy of about 29 MeV represents the best
compromise between maximizing yield and providing 211At with sufficient radionuclidic purity for clinical use.
As a result 211At is available only at selected centres with cyclotrons capable of producing 28−29 MeV alpha
particle beam. Both internal and external targets have been utilized for producing clinically relevant levels of 211At.
Other methods, such as irradiation of natural bismuth with Litium-7 (Li-7) atoms to produce Radon-211 (211Rn),
appear to offer an alternative that could provide a generator system that would allow some time for shipment.
Another alternative, proton spallation reactions on thorium or uranium targets can in principle produce large
quantities of 211Rn, but there are significant issues with that route of production due to the lack of high-energy
accelerators capable of spallation and the potential for production of other contaminating radon isotopes. A
schematic of the methods for producing 211At and its decay pathways are shown in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 2. Routes of production and decay of 211At.

The intrinsic cost for producing 211At via the 209Bi(α, 2n)211At reaction is reasonably modest and comparable
to that of commercially available Iodine-131 (123I). Moreover, its production cost is lower than that of most other
alpha-particle emitters under consideration for therapeutic application. Separation of 211At from bismuth
cyclotron targets can be accomplished either by dry distillation or wet chemical approaches and both strategies are
amenable to automation. The choice of separation method depends in part on the dimensions of the cyclotron
target and the nature of the labelling procedure that will be employed.
The major impediment to 211At availability is attributed to the need for a medium energy alpha-particle
beam for its production. Currently, the cyclotrons most routinely utilized for 211At production are in the United
States (Seattle, Bethesda, Durham) and Denmark (Copenhagen), and this radionuclide has also been produced in
the past in Czech Republic, Norway, Poland, China and France. On the other hand, there are about 30 other
cyclotrons in the world that have the beam characteristics required for 211At production. While many of these
machines are in Western Europe and the United States, there are cyclotrons in Eastern Europe, Asia and South
America capable of producing the activity levels of 211At that would be required for clinical studies. In most cases,
there is no shortage of beam time available at these facilities. However, what is often lacking is modification of
the cyclotron to produce an alpha beam, and local expertise in methodologies for 211At production and purification.
Although the 7.2-h half-life of 211At is an impediment to its use at centers remote from sites of 211At
production, this certainly is possible, as evidenced by the production of 211At in Copenhagen and its use in a
clinical trial in Gothenburg. Depending on the form in which the 211At is shipped, it may be necessary to stabilize
the 211At against the deleterious effects of radiolysis in order to insure that it is chemically reactive and the
location where it is received.
2.1.6. Thorium-227 and radium-223
The radionuclide actinium-227 (T½ = 21.8 years), which serves as generator for thorium-227 and radium223, may be produced in a research reactor. Initially, neutron irradiation of radium-226 produces radium-227, but
beta decay occurring during the short half-life of radium-227 (42 min) provides the desired actinium-227.
Thorium-227 and radium-223 have long half-lives (18.7 and 11.4 days, respectively) that allows for transport. Ra223 decays to radon-219 (T½ = 4 s), polonium-215 (T½ = 1.8 ms) and lead-211 by alpha-emission. Lead-211 (T½ =
36.1 min) decays into bismuth-211, which is also an alpha-emitter (T½ = 2.1 min). Radium-223, used as radium
chloride, targets bone growth in metastases of various cancers. Radium-223 is only available today from Algeta,
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Norway. It is marketed as Xofigo (formerly Alpharadin) for the treatment of metastatic prostate cancer. The
company Algeta is also developing thorium-227-labelled antibodies for therapy. Additional sources of actinium227 will be needed for worldwide marketing of Xofigo and possibly of thorium-227-labelled antibodies.
2.1.7. Lead-212 and bismuth-212

The radionuclide lead-212 decays into the alpha-emitter bismuth-212 (T½ = 60.6 min) after emission of an
electron. Lead-212 is produced by the decay chain of thorium-228 and can be obtained from a generator of
radium-224 (daughter of thorium-228). Thorium-228/lead-212 generators can be prepared using the DOWEX–5 ×
8 cation exchange resin. Currently AREVA Med produces lead-212 generators within the Thorium AREVA for
Oncology (TAO) project in which trastuzumab is radiolabled with lead-212 using TCMC (1,4,7,10-tetraaza1,4,7,10-tetra-(2-carbamoylmethyl)-cyclododecane). The release of the alpha-emitting bismuth-212 upon lead-212
disintegration may be a difficulty, but the idea of an in vivo generator is interesting as lead-212 has a longer halflife (T½ = 10 h) than bismuth-212.
2.2. Radiolabeling methods

Radiolabelling methods adequate for preclinical studies and clinical trials have been developed for all
considered radionuclides, except radium-223 and radium-224. Improvements should be considered for further
industrial development, particularly to improve yields and reduce costs.
2.2.1. Carrier molecules for alpha-emitting radionuclides

Immunotherapy is now well established as a therapeutic modality. In radio-immunotherapy, the monoclonal
antibody (MAb) is labelled with a beta or alpha-emitting radioisotope. The alpha immunoconjugate (AIC) is
formed by tethering the alpha-emitting radioisotope to the targeting vector. Preclinical and clinical studies have
shown that a variety of vectors may be used to target alpha-emitting radionuclides to cancer cells. The choice of
the best alpha-emitting radionuclide depends both on the clinical application and on the biological properties of
the targeting agent. Developing new such targeting agents involves widespread technologies and many
laboratories around the world can contribute. An important contribution of IAEA could be to connect these
laboratories with those involved in radionuclide production and radiolabeling, and with clinical centers.
Currently antibodies, antibody fragments, engineered constructs and peptides are mostly used as carriers
molecules. Small molecules (MW < 60 kD) are attractive if the kidneys can be protected from alpha emissions.
MABG is particularly attractive since astatine-211 stability with aryl groups is higher than with many other small
molecules. Two-step pretargeting is another attractive option [as many radiolabelled secondary agents can be
quickly excreted through kidneys. The use of nanoparticles is also potentially interesting for some applications as
they allow combined targeting options, achieving high specific activities, easier combination of imaging and
therapy and development of multimodality therapeutic agents (e.g., radionuclide therapy plus chemotherapy).

3. CHALLENGES, LIMITATIONS, CURRENT TRENDS AND PERSPECTIVES FOR THE FIELD
3.1. Availability and cost of alpha-emitting radionuclides

Radium-223 is approved for use in USA and is in phase III trial in Europe. Supply, through Algeta/Bayer, is
not known, but presumed adequate for approved therapy use in USA and clinical evaluations in Europe.
Bismuth-213, Actinium-225 and Astatine-211 are more extensively used in clinical studies and many
preclinical evaluations. Bismuth-213 is obtained from Actinium-225. However, large amounts are needed to attain
an effective treatment due to the short half-life and cost of its use in cancer therapy is a major concern.
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Actinium-225 availability is adequate only for early clinical development, and efforts for alternative
production methods are being evaluated. However, thorium generator-produced supplies will not be enough for
commercial applications. Methods for cyclotron production of Ac-225 on a cyclotron have been developed and
these approaches could yield commercially feasible supplies at practical costs.
Astatine-211 availability is currently low, but a number of cyclotrons around world have capability to make
astatine-211 using alpha beam irradiation of bismuth metal. Alternative methods for producing astatine-211
involve production of radon-211, which can be obtained by spallation on uranium or thorium or by irradiation of
bismuth metal with Li-7 beam, are available. Radon-211/astatine-211 generators could facilitate distribution due
to the longer half-life of radon-211.
Th-227 is used in preclinical evaluations as a targeted radionuclide for cancer therapy. Supply of Th-227 is
low, but it is adequate for early experiments. It is currently available from US DOE, but other production methods
could be developed.
The lead-212/bismuth-212 could constitute an in vivo generator, but supply is unknown. AREVA Med has
built a facility to produce radium-224/lead-212 generators from thorium-228 extracted from used nuclear fuel. An
antibody labelled with lead-212 is approved for clinical studies in the USA.
3.2. Radiolabeling with alpha-emitting radionuclides

In treatment of metastatic prostate cancer, radium-223 is used in a free ionic form without the need of
ancillary ligands. It is uncertain whether this radionuclide will be useful in other cancer treatments that require a
targeting agent, as there are no chemical methods for radiolabelling with this radionuclide established so far.
Bismuth-213 labelling methods are well developed. The labelling methods are high yielding and facile.
While the half-life presents challenges, the labelling methods are adequate for preclinical and clinical studies. The
chelate CHX-A’’-DTPA is used for direct labelling of antibodies in good yields and adequate stability. The short
half-life makes development of an automated system crucial. The chelate DOTA is generally preferred for
labelling peptides and small molecules as it provides a more stable complex in vivo. Additionally, the DOTA
chelate can be also used for radiolabeling the same biomolecules with the imaging radionuclides indium-111 or
gallium-68 or therapeutic beta-emittng radionuclides yttrium-90 or lutetium-177 labelling. Chelation of Bi-213 in
DOTA moiety requires higher temperatures than the CHX-A´´-DTPA moiety, but microwave heating and low pH
may be used to decrease the time required for labelling.
Current actinium-225 labelling methods are adequate for clinical trials, but low yields are a problem. The
chelate used is DOTA, but the conditions for labelling requires that a 2-step approach to labelling be used.
Methods to increase yields by use of one-step labelling techniques are underway. It seems likely that
radiolabelling yields may be improved through the use of new conjugation methods such as click reactions, DielsAlder reactions (tetrazines). The low yields obtained with DOTA may be improved through evaluation of other
chelates.
Astatine-211 labelling methods based on stannylated aryl prosthetic groups have been used for many years
and are adequate for both preclinical and clinical investigations. However, the in vivo stability of the aryl-astatine
compounds may be low. As an alternate, boron cage molecules have been shown to improve stability of
astatinated antibodies and antibody fragments in vivo. Investigations are also being conducted with alternate
methods of labelling, including binding with chelated metals (Rh) as method for improving the in vivo stability of
the astatine label. Methods for attaching to nanoparticles are also being investigated.
For chelation of thorium-227, DOTA is used, but low yields are obtained in labelling proteins. Because the
labelling conditions are difficult, a 2-step method is required. New more facile protein labelling methods are being
investigated, including the use of acyclic chelates, are being investigated for direct labelling.
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For radiolabelling biomolecules with the Pb-212/Bi-212 in vivo generator, a specific DOTA derivative,
TCMC, is used. Using this chelate the lead-212 shows high stability, but ~ 30% of bismuth-212 is released after
decay of lead-212. The release of bismuth-212 from the chelate, raises a potential problem of kidney toxicity as
released bismuth localizes to that organ.
3.2.1. Specific activity of labelled pharmaceutical

High specific activity radiopharmaceuticals are required for some applications since low specific activity
will result in receptor saturation by the unlabelled targeting agent. If membrane antigenic density if low, then
insufficient binding to the cancer cells will occur and TAT is unlikely to be efficacious. However, high specific
activity is at the expense of low yields.
Specific activity is an issue with radiometals due to trace metal contaminants, which may be in higher
concentration than the radionuclide and may compete for complexation with the chelate. An example where a
problem with specific activity was apparent has been observed in radiolabelling with actinium-225. It is possible
that the specific activity of Ac-225 can be improved by additional processing. It may be possible to increase
specific activity if selective removal of the most problematic metallic impurities is accomplished. The effective
specific activity of astatine-211 may also be problem due to the peculiar chemical nature of this iodine analogue.
However, in this case selective oxidation of astatine-211 may be possible. Since radium-223 is used as free
radiometal to target bone surface, its specific activity is not an issue.
Effective specific activity may be increased by multiple chelates or binding moieties on carrier molecules.
3.3. Radiolysis-specific issues related to the chemistry of alpha radionuclides

One of the key impediments to the use of 211At and other alpha-emitters is the very well known deleterious
effect of high radiation fields caused by alpha particle emission on the synthesis of 211At-labelled
radiopharmaceuticals. In radiometal chelation of low LET beta minus emitters like luthetium-177, ytrium-90,
rhenium-186, frequently an antioxidant such as ascorbic acid can be added during and/or just after the synthesis to
ameliorate the radiolysis [42−45], however this approach, for reasons explained later on this section, of this report
has proven to be unsuccessful for alpha emitters. The synthesis of 211At-labeled radiopharmaceuticals using the
arylstannane intermediates presents a special case. In radiolabelling with 211At, radiolysis-mediated effects can
decrease the efficiency of electrophilic astatination reactions while increasing activities and in the course of time.
This problem is likely related to the radiolysis produced by high LET (linear energy transfer) alpha particles,
which generate large amounts of energy deposited in a highly localized manner.
The radicals and ions created by the radiolysis process might produce profound changes on the 211Atlabelling process in several ways including changes in the oxidation state of astatine, degradation of the
astatination precursor, or side-reactions. These potential changes might have a severe impact on astatination yields
and purity of the final radiopharmaceutical products and, depending on the starting activity employed during the
labelling process, these changes might preclude feasibility of astatination chemistry at high activities.
Due to these difficulties, a comprehensive fundamental study has been carried out to investigate the
radiolytic effects of astatine-211 α-particles on the synthesis of 211At-labeled radiopharmaceuticals with the aim to
understand and evaluate the role of radiolysis on the synthesis of therapeutic amounts of astatine-211-labelled
radiopharmaceuticals. This systematic and extensive study published on three papers [46−48] where many
experiments were made in order to avoid data from few experiment which in science are called anecdotic results,
ranged from the typical low radiation dose and dose rate used in research (< 2000 Gy and < 0.5 Gy/s) up to very
high radiation dose even more higher than the radiation dose necessary for therapeutic labeling (> 100.000 Gy and
> 1.5 Gy/s) pointed out the profound effect on astatine chemistry of increasing radiation dose and dose rate. It
also showed that the direct translation of the optimal conditions found for chemical reactions carried out at low
activities cannot always be transferred to the same chemistry conducted at high activities. In addition, these
studies clearly demonstrated that astatine chemistry critically depends on the solvent in which reactions are being
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carried out. It was discovered that chlorinated and aromatic solvents are not suitable for labelling at high
activities required for therapeutic purposes, and showed that methanol is currently the best solvent for performing
astatination reactions at high activity levels. Exploring other solvents, like other alcohols and possibly water might
also be necessary in order to have a more complete picture about astatine chemistry at high radiation dose.
Another consequence of these studies is that, at least for astatine-211, the radiolysis problem is completely
independent from the astatination precursor employed. The radiolysis issue for astatine radiopharmaceuticals
comes first to the labelling itself. Any type of precursor, independent from its chemical structure, to be labelled at
high activities for therapy by electrophilic astatination will be in trouble. Electrophilic astatination requires the
oxidation of astatine to At+ to proceed, but as it was proven [47, 48] at the high radiation dose reached when doing
astatination at high activities for therapy astatine will be almost complete reduced to 211At-astatide making
astatination on this condition not possible.
This study also pointed out two main facts to take into account about doing astatination at high activities for
therapy:
(a) The radiolysis effect over astatine, and the problems it will produce, starts as soon as the radioisotope takes
contact with the solvent hence the total radiation dose received by the astatine solution, during astatine
isolation plus the radiolabeling process, is a critical data to know. As soon as the radiation dose or radiation
dose rate are higher than 3000−4000 Gy or higher than 0.5−1 Gy/s respectively the radiolysis problems will
be trigger and changes over the oxidation state will start. As it was also demonstrated on the referred study
once the problem has been triggered and astatine has been reduced the compensatory strategy using excess
of oxidant trying to roll back the problem is not efﬁcient for converting astatine to the desired oxidation
state necessary for doing electrophilic astatination.
(b) When doing astatination reaction for therapy is critical to start managing and learning how to calculate the
radiation dose received during reactions or isolation process. This knowledge become critical as it is for
radiobiology, chemistry process will be severely affected by the radiation dose received in similar way, as a
cell will be affected. Hence for radiochemists working on this field training about this branch of knowledge
will become necessary.
Results published recently for the same group [49] described a new approach to deal with the radiolysis
problem, called stabilization strategy, which has been shown to overcome the main problems that have precluded
the use of astatine at high radiation doses, thus making it possible to do chemistry under high radiation fields.
This may envisage the full implementation of two possible scenarios, namely the successful development of
therapeutic applications and of their industrial exploitation, by allowing distribution of astatine-211 to locations
distant from the production site.
In summary, radiolysis issues must be studied in more depth, as they are relevant not only to astatine
production, but also of radiopharmaceuticals and of any alpha-emitting radionuclides.
3.4. Recommendations

A limited numbers of radionuclides are currently applicable to TAT. However, to tackle the different cancer
diseases, several alpha-emitting radionuclides should be further studied and made available to a broader
community. Emphasis should be placed on bismuth-213, actinium-225, thorium-227 and astatine-211 because
they can cover most or all applications from small molecular weight carriers to antibodies for systemic and local
injections. Radium-223 can be considered as a special case since it may be used in ionic form as simple chloride
salt and is marketed by a major pharmaceutical company.
It is considered that the following objectives should be pursued to promote the application of alpha therapy:
•

To make available alpha-emitting radionuclides to a broader community of scientists and physicians in
order to provide Member States with a novel class of therapeutic radionuclides,
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•
•
•
•

To encourage studies on labelling chemistry of alpha emitters, including the development of automated
labelling methods,
To facilitate the development of production methods aimed at increasing specific activity of alpha
radionuclides and finding solutions to the problem of radiolysis of final radiopharmaceuticals,
To better focus resources through the selection of the most rational combination between different alphaparticle emitting radionuclides and targeting systems,
To support the implementation of an international research network on alpha therapy having objectives
similar to those established within the European EC FP7 collaborative program on ‘Targeting Alphaemitting Radionuclides to Combat Cancer’ (TARCC).

Since astatine-211, a radionuclide that may be produced by many cyclotrons operated all around the world,
and actinium-225, which could be produced by several research reactors or cyclotrons throughout the world, there
is an opportunity for developing countries to contribute to this effort. Such countries with nuclear medicine
facilities could conduct high quality clinical trials at low cost.
To further develop the radiochemical approaches and synergies between multidisciplinary fields required to
allow TAT efficiently moving forward into the preclinical and clinical domains, several actions are strongly
recommended:
• Setting up a Coordinated Research Project (CRP) on the production of alpha-emitting radionuclides to
encourage development of similar production facilities around the world,
• Implementing a national fellowship programs to allow young scientists working in centers of competence in
TAT (radiochemistry, chemistry, preclinical, clinical, dosimetry) and, subsequently, to disseminate the
assimilated knowledge,
• Organizing summer schools to stimulate interest in TAT in Members States, facilitate expertise and
technology exchange and support the implementation of production of new radionuclides to be employed in
collaborative research projects.

4. CLINICAL TARGETED ALPHA THERAPY (TAT)
4.1. Short review of the status of the field

Cancer treatment today is conducted through protocols that enlist Surgical Oncology, Medical Oncology and
Radiation Oncology professionals. The advancement of technology in each of these medical disciplines has
resulted in refined treatment protocols, which has increased the overall 5-year survival rates in the United States
from 49% during the 1975-77 period to 68% in the 2002-2008 period. While a 68% 5-year survival figure is not
as high as might be desired, that figure encompasses all cancer types and stages. The advancement of technology
in the treatment of cancer has in reality only been successful in improving treatment for local and regional cancer,
but not for distant or metastatic cancer. Indeed, there is presently no effective treatment of disseminated disease.
While chemotherapy can be effective in combating metastatic disease over a short term, relapses ultimately occur
due to cancer cell’s ability to become resistant to the chemotherapy agent. Treatment of metastatic disease is the
largest unmet medical need in cancer therapy, perhaps in all medical practice. The alpha-emitting radionuclides,
when combined with an appropriate cancer-targeting vector, have the potential to be an effective therapy for
metastatic cancer, and are also uniquely suited for use in treatment of compartmentally constrained cancers (e.g.,
ovarian and pancreatic cancers) and of minimal residual cancer after surgery. While there are a large number of
unknowns in the development of targeted alpha therapy agents, their use has the potential to make the substantial
improvements in treatment outcomes for many cancers.
A representative example of the efficacy of TAT was in the treatment of leukaemia where uptake of the
alpha-immunoconjugate (AIC) into leukaemia cells occurs within 10 minutes. Thus, direct targeting of AML
antigens was not impeded by bioavailability. In the same way, cancer cells in transit in the blood can also be
reached quickly by appropriate AICs against membrane-expressed antigens. Much less obvious was the potential
of TAT against solid tumours, where bioavailability and dose heterogeneity greatly inhibit therapeutic efficacy.
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For this reason, targeting strategies that shut down tumour capillaries and starve the tumour of oxygen and
nutrients can be potentially effective. One approach is anti-VEGF therapy [50], another is targeted antivascular
alpha therapy [8]. In both cases, only alphas can deposit sufficient dose to the endothelial cells (ECs) in a short
range without exceeding normal tissue dose limits.

TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF ALPHA THERAPY
Vectors
n Antibodies, antibody fragments, peptides and small molecules are appropriate for different indications depending on
tumour target and pharmacokinetics
n In the case of radium-223, the nuclide in a simple ionic form is adequate for clinical use as a calcium mimetic
n Experimental approaches, including nanoparticles (dendrimers, polymers, liposomes) and nanotubes to alter
pharmacokinetics or in pre-targeting schemes, are currently under investigation
n The importance of tumour volume is as yet uncertain, but there appears to be an inverse relationship between tumour
burden and response to therapy

Methods to address large tumour volume
n Improved bioavailability by increasing tumour capillary permeability
n Antivascular targeting
n Repeated dosing (for example, as applied with radium-223)
n Combination with other agents
n Change of vectors
n Local-regional application may be appropriate as well as systemic therapies (e.g., superficial bladder cancer, meningeal
carcinomatosis, ovarian peritoneal disease versus bone metastases or leukaemia)

List of diseases treated clinically
n Prostate (Phase III treated with radium-223)
n Melanoma (stage 4), leukemia, lymphoma, neuroendocrine tumours, glioma (treated with bismuth-213)
n Clinical GBM, ovarian cancer (treated with astatine-211)
n AML in relapsed AML (Phase I and Phase I/II, treated with actinium-225)

Other diseases
n Multiple myeloma
n A number of clinical trials on treatment of other tumours with radium-223 are ongoing including breast cancer and
potential use in renal, lung and bladder cancers
n Targeting vasculature: preclinical proof of principle obtained in colon, prostate, lung, melanoma, pancreatic and breast
cancers

Efficacy
n Pre-clinical data from numerous small-animal studies suggest therapeutic activity and safety; these studies includes
local, regional and disseminated disease targets
n Multiple routes of administration have been tested including intravenously, intra-thecally, intraperitoneally, intratumorally, intra-vesically.
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4.2. Clinical experience with radium-223

Radium-223 has been approved by FDA in metastatic prostate cancer metastatic to bone following phase 3
demonstrating overall survival improvement and delayed symptomatic progression.
Clinical and pre-clinical studies of radium-223 have not shown significant daughter redistribution.

TABLE 3. Ra-223 DICHLORIDE FOR THE TREATMENT OF METASTATIC DISEASE TO BONE
References

Disease

# of pts

Activity
(kBq/kg)

# of
injections

Major end
points

Phase

Nilsson et al
2005(Nilsson, Larsen
et al. 2005)

Breast/
prostate

25 (10/15)

46, 93, 163, 213
or 250

×1

Toxicity, ALP

Ph 1 single center

Prostate

64

50 vs placebo

× 4 q4 wks

ALP, SRE, PSA
progression, OS

Ph. 2 double blind
randomized,
multicenter

Prostate

921

50 vs placebo

× 6 q4 wk

OS, SRE,PSA
response, ALP,
Toxicity, QOL

Ph. 3 double blind
randomized,
multicenter

Prostate

100

5, 25, 50 or 100

×1

Pain

Ph. 2 double blind
randomized,
multicenter

122

25, 50 or 80

× 3 q6 wk

PSA response,
ALP, s-CTX-1,
SRE, Pain,

Ph. 2 double blind
randomized,
multicenter

10

50, 100 or 200

× 1 and in 6
patients
repeat 50

Pharmacokinetic,
biodistribution,
toxicity

Ph. I single center

Nilsson et al
2007(Nilsson,
Franzen et al. 2007)
and Nilsson et al 2013
(Nilsson, Franzen et
al. 2013)
Parker et al 2012
(Parker, Nilsson et al.
2013)
Nilsson et al 2012
(Nilsson, Strang et al.
2012)
Parker et al 2013
(Parker, Pascoe et al.
2013)
Carrasquillo et al
2010 (Carrasquillo,
O'Donoghue et al.
2013)

Prostate

Prostate

4.3. Clinical experience with bismuth-213

To date targeted therapy with 213Bi has been clinically investigated in phase I and phase II trials of leukemia,
lymphoma, malignant melanoma and glioma. An overview of the current status of clinical trials is given in Table
4. Although the number of patients having received 213Bi-therapy is still moderate, these studies have provided
ample evidence that targeted therapy with 213Bi is feasible and safe and can have anti-tumour efficacy with
minimal toxicity.
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TABLE 4. OVERVIEW OF CLINICAL STUDIES WITH 225Ac AND 213Bi CONDUCTED TO DATE
Cancer type

Radioconjugate

Phase

No. of patients

Reference
[27]

Leukemia

213

Phase I

18

Leukemia

213

Bi-HuM195mAb

Phase I/II

31

Leukemia

225

Ac-HuM195mAb

Phase I

18

213

Bi-rituximab

Phase I

12

[3]

213

Bi-9.2.27mAb

Phase I
(intralesional)

16

[4]

Melanoma

213

Bi-9.2.27mAb

Phase I
(systemic)

38

Glioma

213

Bi-Substance P

Phase I

2
6+19

Neuroendocrine tumours
(GEP-NET)

213

Phase I

25

Lymphoma
Melanoma

Bi-HuM195mAb

Bi-DOTATOC

The first clinical trial with 213Bi was conducted at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC) in
New York in collaboration with the National Institutes of Health and the Institute for Transuranium Elements in
Karlsruhe [6]. In this study 18 patients with relapsed and refractory acute myelogenous leukemia or chronic
myelomonocytic leukemia were treated with 10.4 to 37.0 MBq/kg 213Bi-HuM195. The antibody HuM195 is
targeting the CD33 antigen, a 67-kd glycoprotein expressed on most myeloid leukemias and clonogenic leukemia
progenitors. Fourteen (93%) of 15 evaluable patients had reductions in circulating blasts, and 14 (78%) of 18
patients had reductions in the percentage of bone marrow blasts. No significant extramedullary toxicity was seen.
This study demonstrated the safety, feasibility, and antileukemic effects of 213Bi-HuM195 and provided the first
proof-of concept of systemic targeted α particle immunotherapy in humans. Based on the encouraging results of
this pioneering study, a follow up phase I/II study was conducted to determine the maximum tolerated dose and
antileukemic effects of 213Bi-HuM195 after partially cytoreductive chemotherapy with cytarabine [51]. Thirty-one
patients with newly diagnosed (n = 13) or relapsed/refractory (n = 18) acute myeloid leukemia (AML) were
treated. Significant reductions in marrow blasts were seen at all dose levels. Complete remissions and partial
responses were seen in 6 (24%) of the 25 patients who received doses of ≥ 37 MBq/kg. Myelosuppression was
tolerable and no significant extramedullary toxicity was observed. The findings that 213Bi-HuM195 is able to
produce remissions in patients with poor-risk AML are underlining the potential of α-particle immunotherapy in
leukemias.
The first clinical trial on targeted alpha therapy of non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma (NHL) was conducted in
collaboration between the German Cancer Research Centre, the University Hospital Düsseldorf and the Institute
for Transuranium Elements [29]. In this Phase I dose-escalation trial, 12 patients were treated at dose levels
ranging from 555 to 2165 MBq of 213Bi-antiCD20 mAb. The maximum tolerated dose was not reached, acute or
extramedullary toxicity was not observed at any dose level.
Two Phase I studies on TAT of malignant melanoma using 213Bi-labeled 9.2.27 mAb have been conducted.
The antibody 9.2.27 is targeting the human melanoma chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan (MCSP) antigen expressed
by most melanomas. In the first trial 5.55–50 MBq of 213Bi-9.2.27 radioconjugate were injected directly into
lesions of different sizes in 16 patients [42]. Histology of injected lesions showed extensive cell death at doses ≥
16.7 MBq and no adverse effects were observed. The study provided the first clinical proof of the feasibility and
safety of targeting melanoma in vivo using 213Bi-labeled 9.2.27 mAb. In a follow up study, 38 patients diagnosed
with stage IV melanoma/in-transit metastasis received intravenous injections of 55 to 1035 MBq of 213Bi-9.2.27
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radioconjugate [43]. No toxicity was observed over the range of administered activities since the maximum
tolerated dose was not reached. 40% of patients showed stable disease, 10% showed partial response and median
survival of patients was 8.9 months.
Targeted 213Bi therapy of glioma was first clinically tested at the University Hospital in Basel in
collaboration with the Institute for Transuranium Elements in 1999. Two patients received intracavitary injections
of 213Bi-[Thi8,Met(O2)11]-substance P (213Bi-SP) after surgical removal of the main tumour mass. Substance P is
the physiological ligand of the neurokinin-1 (NK-1) receptor that is consistently overexpressed in WHO grades
II–IV gliomas and that has also been detected on tumour cells infiltrating the intra- and peritumoral vasculature
[52]. The metabolically stabilized derivative [Thi8,Met(O2)11]-substance P is a low molecular weight peptide (FW,
1.8 kDa) that has been shown to diffuse rapidly and to be able to localize in remote satellite lesions. Treatment
with 213Bi-SP was well tolerated in both patients. In the case of Patient 1, diagnosed with progressive glioblastoma,
assessment of response after injection of 375 MBq of 213Bi-SP was difficult due to bulky residual tumour. The
patient had an overall survival of 26 months. Patient 2 diagnosed with a post-central low-grade oligodendroglioma
WHO II received an injection of 825 MBq of 213Bi-SP. Resection of a mass lesion 33 months after 213Bi-therapy
only disclosed radiation necrosis and absence of vital tumour cells. The further course has been excellent to date
(> 11 years after therapy) without any signs of tumour recurrence.
Based on the encouraging results observed in the first patients, a Phase I study in patients diagnosed with
functionally critically located gliomas was conducted in 2007/2008. In this study 5 patients received intratumoral
injections ranging from 1.1 to 7.4 GBq of 213Bi-SP in 1 to 4 therapy cycles. Excellent retention of the radiolabeled
peptide at the tumour site was observed by SPECT imaging monitoring the 440 keV photon emission of 213Bi and
was confirmed by low values (< 1.5%) of injected dose found in the blood pool. The treatment was well tolerated
by all patients, no adverse effects were observed up to 7.4 GBq of 213Bi-SP. In all patients that underwent tumour
resection after 213Bi therapy (4/5) extensive radiation necrosis was observed in the tumour tissue. In two patients
receiving activities ≥ 100 MBq/cm3, tumour resection was significantly facilitated by pseudo-encapsulation.
Tumour resection disclosed extensive radiation necrosis and absence of vital tumour cells. This study
demonstrated that targeted local radiotherapy using 213Bi-SP is feasible, safe and therapeutically effective.
Primarily non-operable gliomas may become resectable with this treatment, thereby possibly improving the
prognosis. Further clinical investigation of this promising approach to the treatment of gliomas is clearly of high
interest.
4.4. Clinical experience with actinium-225

Clinical experience with 225Ac therapy is currently still limited to an ongoing phase I trial at MSKCC and a
multicenter USA phase I/II study for therapy of relapsed/refractory AML using the 225Ac labelled anti-CD33
antibody lintuzumab. To date, > 20 patients (median age, 65 y, range, 45-80 y) have been treated with total
injected activities of 225Ac ranging from 851 to 14,430 kBq with antibody doses of 0.7 to 2.6 mg. While no acute
toxicities were seen, dose-limiting toxicities (myelosuppression lasting > 35 days, death due to sepsis) were seen
in one patient treated with 111 kBq/kg and in both patients receiving 148 kBq/kg. Extramedullary toxicities were
limited to transient grade 2/3 liver function abnormalities. With a median follow-up of 5 months (range, 1−24
months), no evidence of radiation nephritis was seen. Peripheral blood blasts were eliminated in 7 of 11 evaluable
patients. Bone marrow blast reductions of > 33% were seen in 6 of 10 evaluable patients at 4 weeks, including 2
patients with < 5% blasts. This first in human study shows that therapy with 225Ac-lintuzumab is feasible,
tolerable at doses < 148 kBq/kg and has antileukemic activity.

4.5 Challenges, limitations, current trends and perspectives

When direct comparison in animal models was possible, alpha particle therapeutics was shown to be
superior to beta-therapeutic in pre-clinical studies. In human trials with AML, alpha therapies were more potent
and less toxic than analogous agents using beta emitters. Similarly, human studies suggest that the superiority of
alpha-therapy observed in pre-clinical studies is also evident in the clinical setting.
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4.5.1. Toxicity

Radium-223 has demonstrated highly favourable toxicity profile, though long term toxicity data are not
available. At-211, Bi-213 and Ac-225 also show little toxicity outside myelosuppression. However, long-term
data are still unavailable and maximum tolerated dose (MTD) was not yet reached in clinical studies with At-211
or Bi-213 alone.
4.5.2. Combination therapy

Preclinical studies and early clinical trials in AML suggest advantages when alpha particles are combined
with other agents including cytotoxic chemotherapy. This is an area with a lot of potential for further investigation.
Bystander effects may be important in alpha-therapy and merit further investigation. Use of alpha-therapy as
immune-stimulation is also another important application to be investigated.
4.5.3. Regulatory
The registration of radium-223 chloride (Xofigo) for bone cancer therapy has demonstrated the pathway for
approval for alpha-therapeutics in the US and is being treated in a similar fashion for beta-emitters. Since this is a
new class of radiopharmaceuticals, regulatory pathways may not be available in most countries and need to be
established.
Public and physician preconceptions may limit the use of alpha-therapeutic agents.
The variegated clinical environment around the world may have an impact on the prescription patterns of
alpha-therapeutics. In some countries there may be a financial disincentive to refer patients to nuclear medicine
departments. Some issues may actually be reflective of marketing, cost and distribution as opposed to efficacy.
4.5.4. Delivery

The short half-lives of some radionuclides, e.g. bismuth-213 and astatine-211, may be still an obstacle to
widespread application.
4.5.5. Management of radioactive waste

Radioactive waste is less of an issue for alpha therapies compared to beta-therapies because of short range,
short half-lives of alpha-emitting radionuclides and extremely low doses involved in therapy.
4.5.6. Competition with other therapeutic approaches
4.5.6.1. Beta emitters

• Sr-89, Sm-153-EDTMP and Re-188/186 derivatives are competing beta-radiotherapeutic agents for bone
cancer treatment, though no definitive efficacy for survival improvement has been demonstrated.
• For other indications, the radiopharmaceuticals Y-90-Zevalin and I-131-Bexxar have been demonstrated to
be effective against non-Hodgkins’s lymphoma and were registered for the treatment of this disease.
• Similarly, somatostatin receptor peptides labelled with Y-90 or Lu-177 showed effectiveness for the
treatment of neuroendocrine tumours in ongoing clinical trials, though they are not yet approved for clinical
usage.
• As single agents, antibodies labelled with beta emitters have not been successful in solid tumours outside of
lymphomas, which are highly radiosensitive.
4.5.6.2. Non-radioactive drugs
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In castration refractory prostate cancer many alternative therapeutic approaches are on the horizon based on
conventional pharmaceutical drugs like Abiraterone, Enzalutamide, Zoledronic acid, Denosumab as well as on a
number of new therapeutics including Cabozantinib.
4.5.6.3. Advantages

Alpha-emitters may have definite competitive advantages over other therapeutic radionuclides:
o Reduced toxicity, due to short range,
o Greater efficacy, due to high LET
o Alpha particle therapy is less sensitive to hypoxia compared to beta therapy and photon irradiation, due to
direct DNA lysis,
o The RBE of alpha-therapy, along with the multiple processes for cell killing and difficulty in repairing DNA
damage, all lead to a reduced incidence of radio-resistance.

4.6. Recommendations
• There is an urgent need to stimulate fundamental research in the field of alpha therapy and, in particular, on
radionuclide production, chemistry of alpha-emitting radioelements as well as radiobiology, catabolism,
biological pathways, radionuclide distribution.
• In alpha-particle dosimetry, a new paradigm is needed to move away from single values of mean absorbed
doses to take into account the short path length of alpha particles and stochastic effects.
• Preclinical studies are required to identify new targets and disease settings (for example intra-vesicle delivery,
vascular targeting, and pretargeting).
• A Coordinated Research Project (CRP) involving basic research institutes would help to identify potential
targets for alpha particle therapy, and subsequent evaluation on animal studies.
• A CRP on the development of pre-targeting approach as applied to therapy with alpha particles.
• Education of public, healthcare professionals, and regulatory authorities is required to facilitate full potential
use of these new therapeutic agents.
• Regional and national training courses would be effective in expanding knowledge on radionuclide therapy,
including alpha-particles physics, safety and regulatory and radiochemistry aspects of this therapy.
• More clinical studies are required to firmly establish clinical utility of alpha therapy, including combination
studies to investigate potential for synergistic activity with other agents.
• It is envisaged that a CRP on identifying new expanded applications of alpha-emitters, with and without
adding new molecular targeted treatments, would be highly useful for setting up new clinical trials on cancers
relevant to Member States.
• Funding agencies should be encouraged to support research into cheaper production methods of alphaparticle radionuclides, as this would greatly facilitate better availability in developing countries.

5. DOSIMETRY
5.1. Current status of the field

Dosimetry for alpha-particle emitting radiopharmaceuticals presents a number of challenges. The
fundamental dosimetry formalism, described in the Medical Internal Radiation Dose (MIRD) Committee
Pamphlet 21 [17] with the guidance provided in MIRD Pamphlet 22 [18] can accommodate the majority of
absorbed dose calculations for alpha-particle emitters. These approaches are optimal for circumstances in which
single dosimetric parameter values (e.g., mean absorbed dose to a target volume) are expected to adequately
reflect biological effect. Even without invoking the stochastic effects of alpha-particles and the corresponding
need for microdosimetry [16], situations can arise in which the short range of alpha-particles relative to the typical
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scale of human organ dimensions and associated critical or target cell populations (i.e., target volumes) can lead to
a highly non-uniform irradiation of the target volume. In these cases the distribution of the absorbed dose to the
target volume is required to predict the biological effects and of the micro-level distribution of alpha-emitters
relative to the range of the alpha particles should be carefully considered [13]. Traditional organ or even voxelbased calculations will fail to provide dosimetry information relevant to understanding or predicting the biological
response. Furthermore, human imaging-based pharmacokinetic information cannot be currently obtained at the
needed (sub-mm) resolution. Finally, there is no agreed-upon quantity and associated unit with which to express
the results of a correctly performed alpha-emitter absorbed dose calculation that is weighted to reflect
deterministic biological effects (tumour kill or toxicity). Although this state of affairs may appear discouraging,
substantial progress is being made towards solving each of these problems. This section describes some of the key
elements to establishing a foundation for dosimetry/radiobiology in IAEA member nations so that they will be
prepared to take advantage of the alpha-emitter therapy as it becomes widely available for cancer therapy.
5.2. Challenges, limitations, current trends and perspectives
5.2.1. Lack of knowledge and competency in the field in terms of alpha-emitter dosimetry

1) Failure of regulatory agencies and many medical physicists to recognize distinction between dosimetry for
diagnosis vs therapy.
2) Continued reliance on reference anatomy-based average absorbed dose to organ and tumour volume (e.g.,
OLINDA, MIRD reference anatomy S-values).
3) Distinction between dosimetry that addresses regulatory issues vs dosimetry oriented towards increasing
efficacy, reducing toxicity.
Challenge is to inform the regulator agencies so that they understand that average absorbed dose will not
relate to organ toxicity. In particular, to recognize that effective dose (E), which is a weighted average of
equivalent organ doses (H), is not applicable to alpha-emitters because these quantities are intended to evaluate
long-term stochastic risk of cancer induction and other radiation induced detriment [17]. The immediate concerns
of efficacy and toxicity are the relevant issues. These are deterministic end-points for which no internationally
accepted formalism or quantities have been defined.
Possible solutions addressing the above issues are:
1.
2.

3.

Establish a series of educational workshops in interested Member States to educate medical physicists
regarding alpha-emitter therapy, dosimetry and radiobiology.
Generate a white-paper for the appropriate international bodies describing the problem and proposing
solutions. Convene a meeting of stakeholders to address the lack a formalism applied to deterministic endpoints and to define a pathway that regulatory agencies can adopt to change their review procedures so that
they can accommodate alpha-particle emitters.
Generate documentation that can be used to guide regulatory agencies regarding health and safety issues
related to alpha-emitters, specifically for therapy of patients.

5.2.2. Currently available dosimetry methods are not used to guide clinical implementation of alpha-emitter therapy

1) The impact of patient-specific dosimetry for alpha-therapy has not been evaluated. This will depend upon the
radiopharmaceutical agent (carrier, radionuclide, etc). There is no currently accepted alpha-emitter dosimetry
for patient studies.
2) Pharmacokinetics are required at an anatomical scale (e.g., micro-scale, nephrons in the kidneys, different
compartments in the marrow (bone surface, bone volume, localization gradient in the marrow) not measurable
with current patient imaging technology.
3) RBE in humans (and in intact animals), in general is not well defined or known. As such an alternative
approach is biodosimetry, where effective dose is directly measured by observation of DNA damage in
healthy cells. This is achieved by observing micronuclei in peripheral blood lymphocytes to give the
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biological background dose for blood cells, endothelial cells and bone marrow [15]. In fractionated therapy,
this would allow patient specific biodosimetry to ensure that normal tissue tolerance is not exceeded. The
method needs to be further extended and applied to the kidneys and other dose limiting organs.
Possible solutions addressing the above issues are:
1) The priority in this challenge is to evaluate normal organ dosimetry since this is what would limit the amount
of activity that could be safely administered.
2) In fractionated therapy collect pharmacokinetic data and biodosimetry after the first injection to calculate
absorbed dose to dose-limiting organ and determine administered activity for subsequent fractions.
3) Evaluate surrogate imaging agents and macro to micro modelling/ multiscale methods [19]/biodosimetry (e.g.,
baseline-adjusted micronucleus assay in peripheral lymphocytes) and other surrogates of absorbed dose to
relate these markers to toxicity in a clinical context.
4) In phase I studies implement alpha-emitter appropriate dosimetry and biodosimetry methods (to the extent
available) to help identify simpler methods that could be implemented routinely or more broadly. This is the
only way that the field will be able to collect dose-response data need to optimize therapy in different
contexts (e.g., combination therapy).
5) Generate a “reference” document that describes best practices for reporting results related to clinical alphaemitter studies.
5.2.3. Difficulty identifying the appropriate dosimetry method for a given biological end-point.

1) What is the relevant calculational scale for the given end-point? This has consequences on whether one
performs conventional dosimetry, including microscale dosimetry vs microdosimetry vs particle track
analysis (nanodosimetry) to understand sub-cellular mechanisms (e.g., DNA vs membrane targeting).
2) How do we understand the etiology of early vs late appearance of toxicity (e.g. marrow vs kidney) with
existing physics/dosimetry/radiobiological models?
3) RBE is not well defined in humans or animal models, as it is end-point and dosimetry method dependent.
4) The dose-rate independence of alpha-emitter effects (since some level of repair is possible) has not been
investigated/confirmed in the era of molecular biology. Are radiobiological models to account for dose-rate
needed in alpha-therapy? Do they apply across different alpha-emitters? Experimental work is required for
comparing therapeutic ratio of these different agents in various biological/tumour model systems.
5) Knowledge regarding the role of bystander effects (immune-mediated effects, pathway activation) in alphaemitter therapy is lacking. Are these effects always cytotoxic? Are they context/system/dose/end-point
dependent? There is currently no formalism for handling bystander effects.
6) How does one account for the effects of prior therapy? Is it possible to distinguish between toxicity, late
effects (e.g., meylodisyplasia) due to prior therapies as opposed to alpha-emitter therapy?
7) What end-points should be used to perform dosimetry that can help identify best scheduling and
implementation of combination therapy? How would the impact of secondary therapy on absorbed dose, cell
kill and radiosensitivity be modeled? How specific would models/methods be to a particular agent/modality
(e.g., cytotoxins, pathway modulators, external beam, low LET radiopharmaceutical therapy, anti-vascular
agents, etc.)?
8) Reporting of results is inconsistent and makes it difficult to relate various reported observations to each other
(e.g., reference radiation used for RBE calculations, dosimetry method used, description of pre-clinical model
properties and limitations (e.g., xenograft vs syngeneic transgenic models, route of tumour cell injection).
Possible solutions addressing the above issues are:
1) Establish a panel of experts to review the literature and draft a document on best dosimetry practices
regarding alpha-particle emitters for different end-points and contexts (to be worked out by the panel of
experts), define RBE for pre-clinical setting that would inform potential efficacy or toxicity in a clinical
setting.
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2) Generate a “reference” document that describes best practices for reporting results related to pre-clinical
alpha-emitter studies.
3) Establish a collaborative dosimetry program for clinical trials.
5.2. Recommendations

Dosimetry for alpha therapy is a key research field that holds a fundamental role for the success of this
therapeutic approach. However, it is still facing theoretical challenges and need further experimental
implementation to become an effective instrument for routine clinical use. IAEA may support and sustain the
development of the field using its relevant mechanisms, in particular, through the organization of training courses,
workshops, CRPs and Consultants’ meetings favouring discussion, education and technology transfer, and
promoting scientific research throughout Member States.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Targeted alpha therapy is an emerging option for cancer treatment [5]. After many years of research, one
drug, Xofigo (radium-223 chloride) has been registered in the US, demonstrating the clinical feasibility of TAT.
Xofigo shows a favourable efficacy profile and good tolerance. It demonstrates the conjecture that alpha-emitting
radionuclides can destroy cancer cells while sparing nearby normal cells, thus reducing toxicity. Several other
products are in the development lines for a variety of indications. Recent clinical trials are positive and preclinical
studies will provide even more candidates for TAT. A number of other alpha-emitting drugs are in human clinical
development for several different solid cancer types and leukemias.
There is a strong probability that TAT will play an important role in the treatment of disseminated,
chemoresistant and radioresistant metastatic disease, against which there are no efficacious treatment options.
Combined with other therapiesy, including chemotherapy, signalling pathway inhibitors and even targeted beta
emitting radionuclides, TAT is likely to improve survival. In specific cases (e.g., brain tumours) TAT may also
play a role in first line treatment of cancer, prior to surgery, for instance.
The products, radiopharmaceuticals, may be transported over long distance for those that have long half life
or are available in the form of generators. Radionuclides with shorter half-lives may be produced locally using
research reactors or accelerators that are available in many member states. The cost of these radiopharmaceuticals
could be made acceptable, amnds they are not anticipated to be more expensive than most non-radioactive drugs.
High potency may reduce the cost of goods.
Recent results show that TAT will remain a subject of intense research effort towards commercial
development that can easily involve many countries. Member states, including some developing countries, may be
part of this research effort and may gain from the benefits TAT can provide to many patients with otherwise
uncurable diseases.
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Abstract
This review covers the broad spectrum of Targeted Alpha Therapy (TAT) research in Australia; from in vitro and in vivo
studies to clinical trials. The principle of tumour anti-vascular alpha therapy (TAVAT) is discussed in terms of its validation by
Monte Carlo calculations of vascular models and the potential role of biological dosimetry is examined.
Summmary of this review is as follows:
1. The essence of TAT
2. Therapeutic objectives
3. TAVAT and Monte Carlo microdosimetry
4. Biological dosimetry
5. Preclinical studies
6. Clinical trials
7. What next?
8. Obstacles

1. THE ESSENCE OF TARGETED ALPHA THERAPY

1.1. Immunotherapy
Since the development of the hybridoma [1], monoclonal antibodies (MAb) have been raised against many
antigens over-expressed by cancer and other cells [2]. Most of these MAbs exhibit antibody-dependent cellmediated cytotoxicity, caused by lysis of antibody-coated target cells by effector cells with cytolytic activity and
Fc receptors. Cell-mediated cytotoxicity arises from cytolysis of a target cell by effector lymphocytes, such as
cytotoxic T lymphocytes or natural killer cells and may be antibody-dependent or independent. These toxicities
tend to have moderate efficacy. Some antibodies work by neutralizing or blocking receptors, and these tend to be
the more effective.

1.2. Radioimmunotherapy

Benign or partial blocking MAbs that are cancer cell specific can still be effective if labelled with a toxin.
Then the MAb becomes a targeting vector to take the toxin to the targeted cancer cells. In such cases, the half-life
of the MAb in the body should preferably match the half-life of the toxin. Toxins can be chemicals or
radioisotopes and are mostly chelated to the MAb to form relatively stable immunoconjugates (ICs). Chemical
toxins can have long half-lives in the body, eg ricin, which increases their toxicity for normal tissue.
Radioisotopes have a wide range of half-lives and radiation decay properties.
Nuclear imaging uses long-lived gamma emitters, which allow blood clearance as the tumour increases its
uptake of the conjugate over time, so improving contrast. Iodine-131and 123I, 201Tl, 67Ga and 111In are some reactor
and cyclotron produced radioisotopes for this purpose. Beta emitting radioisotopes, predominantly 131I, are used
for therapy. The radioisotopes are generally conjugated with a bi-functional chelator attached to the targeting
antibody to form the radio-immunoconjugate (RIC). However, the early success of beta emitting
radioimmunotherapy has been modest [2].
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In recent times, high linear energy transfer (LET) radiation in the form of auger electrons and alphas
particles have been studied. Auger and Koster-Kronig electron transitions cause the emission of multiple low
energy and very short-range electrons, such that the LET can still be high. However, the short range requires
access into the nucleus to cause single (SSB) and double (DSB) strand breaks in the DNA. Alphas particles have
ranges from 20 to 80 µm and the radioisotope sources can be located on cell membranes or nearby cells. The LET
is typically ~100 keV/µm with a high probability of causing DSBs (although the ratio SSB/DSB ~ 20, compared
with ~ 60 for low LET radiation) [3].
Alpha radiation is ideal for killing isolated cancer cells in transit in the vascular and lymphatic systems and
for inducing tumour regression by killing tumour capillary endothelial cells. Apoptosis [4] is the dominant form of
cell death with high LET radiation. A programmed sequence of events leads to the elimination of cells without
releasing harmful substances into the surrounding tissues. Apoptosis plays a crucial role in developing and
maintaining health by eliminating old cells, unnecessary cells and unhealthy cells.
Over the past 20 years targeted Alpha Therapy (TAT) has progressed from in vitro studies to in-vivo
experiments and on to clinical trials [5]. The radiobiology and microdosimetry is well understood but the key to
its application is in the biological targeting. The dose to normal tissues always provides a limitation to the
injected dose and that received by the tumour. However, TAT can achieve cancer regression within the maximum
tolerance dose (MTD) for normal tissue.
TAT was originally thought to be an ideal therapy for “liquid” cancers, e.g., leukaemia and micrometastases,
as the short half-lives of the radioisotopes were sufficient to target these blood borne cancer cells and the short
range ensured that the targeted cancer cells received the highest radiation dose.
The difficulty of proving efficacy against micrometastic disease cannot be underestimated [6] but phase 1
trials of end stage AML cancer patients have established the tolerance dose and provided evidence of efficacy.
Tumour anti-vascular alpha therapy (TAVAT) [7] offers the potential of shutting down leaky tumour
capillaries and so inhibiting tumour growth. This effect has been ascribed to tumour regressions observed in a
phase 1 trial of TAT for metastatic melanoma [8].
Alpha radiation is a very effective in causing DNA damage and when targeted can be highly cytotoxic to
cancer cells. With energies from 2-8 MeV and ranges of 20-80 µm, alpha emitting radioisotopes can deliver high
linear energy transfer radiation with increased rates of double strand breaks that can induce apoptosis in cells
within the alpha particle range. However, if mismatch DNA repairs of DSBs occur, then alpha radiation has a
much higher probability (×20) of causing genetic damage and secondary cancer than electrons or photons.

2. THERAPEUTIC OBJECTIVES

The primary objective in immunotherapy is to increase efficacy by improving delivery and specificity. At
the same time, toxicity must be reduced to allow increased doses to be delivered to control the target cancer.
Cancer management begins with surgery to remove solid tumours, radiotherapy to control local tumour and
reduce local recurrence (as in post-lumpectomy for breast cancer) and chemotherapy to control systemic disease
or for palliation. Immunotherapy is a developing approach that could make a major contribution to the
management of cancer.

1.
2.
3.

There are three separate objectives that must be addressed:
Kill isolated cancer cells in transit in the lymphatic and vascular circulation,
Regress pre-vascular and lymphatic cancer cell clusters or spheroids,
Regress tumour vasculature and tumours.
Each objective requires a different approach.
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2.1. Isolated cancer cells in transit

These cells have special problems relating to cell cycle and bioavailability as summarized below.
•
•
•
•

•
•

Cells may be outside the cell cycle in the G0 phase. As such, these cells may be relatively insensitive to
radiotherapy and chemotherapy.
Systemic cancer targeting is required, but only a small fraction of the dose will reach its target so short
range cytotoxic action is essential to reduce normal tissue damage, which will be the dose-limiting factor.
High labelling efficiency is required to reduce saturation of targeted antigens by unlabelled MAb.
Short half-life is preferred as cells in the vascular system can be reached quickly. The long half-life of
chemotoxins in the body is not indicated for such targets. As such, alpha radiation is best suited for the
toxic agent.
Lymphatic administration may be required to eliminate cells in transit from primary lesions.
The therapeutic response is difficult to determine [6]. However, magnetic cell separation of cancer cells
in the peripheral blood with the magnetic microspheres coated with the targeting MAb could solve this
problem [9].

2.2. Cell clusters

Cell clusters occur when the cell cycle is switched on in the appropriate seed/soil environment. However,
endothelial cell growth factors expressed by cancer cells are still insufficient to stimulate the vascular extensions
into the lesion.
•
•
•
•

Clusters can only be reached by non-vascular transport.
Long range cross fire, as for betas, is not indicated but useful short range cross fire can occur for alphas.
Chemical toxins have no cross-fire effect and would be much less effective in cell clusters with limited
penetration. The long half-life of chemotoxins in the body is not indicated for such targets.
TAT was effective in in vitro studies of cancer cell spheroids [10].

2.3. Tumours

Tumour capillary permeability is an important parameter that determines in part the bioavailabilty of the
cancer cells in a tumour. Leaky neogenic capillaries allow the extravasation of the IC into the perivascular space
to saturate the targeted antigens expressed by contiguous and adjacent cancer cells.
• Long range cross fire effect gives beta radiation an important advantage and reduces the effect of
heterogenous uptake of the beta-IC in the tumour.
• Intralesional injections with alpha ICs can overcome this problem [11].
• Chemotoxins will suffer from bioavailability and the lack of a cross-fire effect.
• The potential role of the bystander effect [12] could be of benefit here. This radiation-induced phenomenon
causes unirradiated cells to exhibit effects as a result of signals received from nearby irradiated cells, causing
a mutation in the nucleus of these cells. Cells that that are not directly hit by an alpha particle, but are in the
vicinity of one that is hit, may also contribute to the genotoxic response of the cell population. In vitro
studies show that when the medium containing irradiated cells is transferred to unirradiated cells, these cells
show bystander responses when assayed for clonogenic survival and oncogenic transformation.
• Tumour capillary permeability causes a high density of ICs targeted to antigens around the capillaries, with a
rapid drop off with distance from the capillaries [58].. Whereas this is a drawback for beta-emitting ICs, it
enhances the toxicity of alpha-ICs to the capillary endothelial cells. The short range (~ 80 µm) of the emitted
alpha radiation ensures a high radiation dose to the endothelial cell nucleus, inducing apoptosis. The capillary
will close and if enough such capillaries close down, the tumour will regress. This process is called tumour
antivascular alpha therapy (TAVAT) and explains the tumour regressions observed in the phase 1 clinical
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trial of systemic TAT of metastatic melanoma [7]. This process could be assisted by tumour vascular
disruption agents that increase tumour capillary permeability.

3. TAVAT AND MONTE CARLO MICRODOSIMETRY
3.1. Microdosimetry

TAT has the advantage of delivering therapeutic doses to individual cancer cells for low doses to normal
tissues. The dosimetry for the labeled alpha particle is challenging because of the heterogeneous antigen
expression among cancer cells and the nature of short-range, high-LET alpha radiation. It is therefore
inappropriate to investigate the therapeutic efficacy of TAT by macrodosimetry. Microdosimetry of TAT is a
function of the cell geometry, source-target configuration, cell sensitivity, and biological factors. A detailed
knowledge of each of these parameters is required for accurate microdosimetric calculations.
The dosimetry of TAT is distinguished from that of beta immunotherapy or external beam radiotherapy in
three different ways as detailed below [59].
(1) Short path length of alpha particles. The high energy of alpha particles is deposited in a short range. Some
cell nuclei receive multiple alpha particle hits, while others receive no hits. The amounts of energy
deposited vary greatly from target to target, leading to a wide frequency distribution.
(2) Small target volume. The alpha track length is comparable to cellular dimensions causing high LET within
the small target volume. It is important to understand the differing biological effects on individual cells.
Given the energy delivered along an alpha-particle track and its potential cytotoxicity, the dosimetry for
estimating mean absorbed dose may not always yield physically or biologically meaningful information of
radiation energy deposition in biological cells. Instead, stochastic or microdosimetric methodologies may be
required.
(3) Non-uniform distribution of radioisotopes. The heterogeneous antigen expression and tumor uptake leads to
variable spatial microdosimetric distributions of the alpha immunoconjugate (AIC). Spatial and temporal
changes of the source activity in the target can also occur. When the distribution of radio-labeled antibody is
non-uniform, techniques of dose averaging over volumes greater in size than the individual target volumes
can become inadequate predictors of the biological effect. The specific energy is the most important
quantity for microdosimetry as it can be used to calculate the cancer cell survival rate.
3.2. Specific energy

This is defined as (unit, SGy) the ratio of the energy deposited (Joule) to the mass of the target (kg) and has
the same units as absorbed dose. The mean specific energy equals the absorbed dose. Although microdosimetry is
concerned with the same concept of energy deposition per unit mass as dosimetry, the difference in the range of
alpha particle and small size of the target volume introduces stochastic effects, which are negligible in
conventional dosimetry. The stochastic quantity of specific energy can be used to investigate biological effects.
3.3. Monte Carlo models

Metastatic melanoma lesions experienced marked regression after systemic TAT in a phase 1 clinical trial
[13]. This unexpected response was ascribed to Tumour Anti-vascular Alpha Therapy (TAVAT) [7], in which
effective tumour regression is achieved by killing endothelial cells (ECs) in tumour capillaries and thus depriving
cancer cells of nutrition and oxygen. Quantitatively analysis of the therapeutic efficacy and safety of TAVAT
required building up Monte Carlo microdosimetric models [14].
The Monte Carlo code Geant4 was adapted to simulate the spatial non-uniform distribution of the alpha
emitter 213Bi. The Intraluminal model was designed to simulate the background dose to normal tissue capillary
ECs from the non-targeted activity in the blood. The Perivascular model calculates the EC dose from the activity
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bound to the perivascular cancer cells. The key parameters were the probability of an alpha particle traversing an
EC nucleus, the energy deposition, the lineal energy transfer and the specific energy. These results were then
applied to interpret the clinical trial. Cell survival rate and therapeutic gain were determined.
The specific energy for an alpha particle hitting an EC nucleus in the Intraluminal and Perivascular models
is 0.35 and 0.37 Gy respectively. As the average probability of traversal in these models is 2.7% and 1.1%, the
mean specific energy per decay drops to 1.0 cGy and 0.4 cGy, which demonstrate that the source distribution has
a significant impact on the dose. Using the maximum activity of 25 mCi in the melanoma clinical trial [13], the
specific energy to the tumour EC nucleus was found to be 3.2 Gy and to a normal capillary EC nucleus to be 1.8
cGy. These data give a maximum therapeutic gain of about 180 and validate the TAVAT concept. Thus TAVAT
can deliver a cytotoxic dose to tumour capillaries without toxicity to normal tissue capillaries.
3.4. Alpha vs beta radiation

Our Monte Carlo calculations (unpublished) show that alpha emitters can deposit two to three orders of
magnitude more energy than beta emitters into the target call nucleus for the same number of decays. This means
that to deposit the same specific energy to cancer cells, a much higher activity is required for the beta-emitter
which could cause serious normal tissue radiation damage.
Alpha emitting radioisotopes with multiple alpha decays give much higher specific energies than those for
single decays; for example 223Ra or 225Ac emit four alphas, giving a much higher specific energy that 211At or
213
Bi. However, the recoil of daughters can free RI from the chelator, increasing normal tissue toxicity, especially
in the kidneys.
Because of their short range, alpha emitters deliver ~ 3000 times the specific energy of beta emitters for the
nuclei of ECs in the Perivascular Model. Of the beta emitters, the high-energy betas from 90Y and 32P give the
lowest specific energies. Even if all the antigenic sites are saturated out to 25 cell layers from the capillary, beta
radiation spares some 50% of ECs (for D0 = 1.4 Gy), whereas all ECs are killed by alphas. The solid Tumor
Control Probability (TCP)=1 for all alpha emitters, compared with TCP = 0 for beta emitters. These results are
consistent with experimental data, which show superior efficacy with reduced complications for 213Bi compared
with 177Lu in a mouse model [56].

4. BIOLOGICAL DOSIMETRY
4.1. Micronuclei dosimeter

Real time dosimetry of alpha therapy is difficult. Characteristic gamma rays could give an estimate of the
macroscopic alpha dose but this is not the dose of interest. Rather, the microscopic alpha dose is required and
direct measurement of alpha emission by MOSFET detectors requires implanted detectors in the blood or key
organs An alternative approach is to use radiation induced micronuclei (MN) in lymphocytes as a direct measure
of the biologically effective dose in the blood [15]. This is not real time dosimetry but would be of value in
fractionated therapy to establish the biological dose after the first fraction.
Lymphocytes in the peripheral blood are exposed to background alpha and beta radiation on systemic
administration of the AIC. The AIC is designed to target the cancer cells, not the lymphocytes and as such
background dose levels are expected to be low. However, there will be random hits of lymphocytes by untargeted
alpha decays of the radioisotope in the blood.
Post-irradiation peripheral blood is taken and lymphoyctes induced to divide at different times. Cells that
have suffered DSB’s of their chromosomes will exhibit both large and small sections, which may recombine over
time. The micronuclei result from DSBs in the DNA, which form discrete entities of bilayer phospholipid
enclosed DNA fragments within the lymphocyte prior to division [15]. These fragments can be observed by
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staining and counting by microscope and/or automated shape recognition programs. Results for different postirradiation times were compared with benchmark values before exposure. Repair processes were observed to
reduce the MN count after a week or so.
The biological dose measured by the MN is not the whole body dose. It is the dose to the blood volume and
to the vascular walls. The AIC, being a large molecule, is not expected to diffuse through the vascular walls and
so the activity remains limited to the vasculature, which, however, includes the bone marrow. As such, the
biological dose to the dose limiting bone marrow can be determined.
This biological dosimeter provides a direct measure of the stochastic radiation damage without the need to
implant a detector to measure absorbed dose and determine RBE factors.
4.2. Equivalent dose

This is defined to take into account the ICRP radiation weighting factor of 20 because alpha particles are 20
time more likely to cause cancer and other stochastic effects for the same absorbed dose of electrons or
photonsThe effective dose is a weighted average of individual organ equivalent doses. Both equivalent and
effective dose values are associated with the unit Sievert (Sv).
The relevant end-points for treatment evaluation (i.e., toxicity and efficacy) are deterministic for which the
end-points for alpha particle radiation have 3−7 times more toxicity or efficacy per unit absorbed dose than
electrons or photons. The factor used to weight the absorbed dose for deterministic end-points is the relative
biological efficacy (RBE), which is defined for specific end points. As such, the unit for biological dose is
RBE.Gy, not the Sv. It is recommended that the absorbed dose (in Gy) should be listed separately for (electron
and photon) emissions and for alpha-particle emissions [16].
4.3. Mutagenesis

The mutagenic potential of 213Bi conjugated to a human melanoma antigen-specific antibody (9.2.27) was
examined [17]. The lacZ transgenic mouse model was used, which contains multiple copies of a lacZ target gene
in every cell, allowing the quantification and comparison of mutagenesis in different organs. Mice received an ip
injection of 16.65 MBq of 213Bi-cDTPA-9.2.27, and were sacrificed at 24 h, 1 week and 4 weeks post-injection.
Pharmacokinetic studies gave the absorbed and effective doses for each organ.
The mutant frequency and mutant spectra were analysed for the brain, spleen and kidneys. The brain and
spleen did not show significant increases in induced mutation frequencies compared to spontaneous background
levels or changes in mutant spectra, these results being independent of p53 status. However, elevated mutation
frequencies and persistent size change mutations were observed in the kidneys, but were not significant at the P =
0.05 level. The effect of p53 status was also evident, as p53 heterozygotes displayed higher mutation frequencies
than their wild-type counterparts, suggesting a reduction in the p53 gene may lead to an increased susceptibility to
mutagenesis. These effects were time dependent and levels returned to those of the controls at 4 weeks postirradiation, albeit with a predominant residue of size mutations.
These effects were observed at activities very much higher than those expected for the therapy of human
patients. As such, the induction of secondary cancer with the 213Bi-cDTPA-9.2.27 AIC is not expected to be a
significant problem in the clinic.

5. PRECLINICAL STUDIES
5.1. Ac:Bi generator
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The Australian program [18] was based on 213Bi, which is eluted from the 225Ac generator [19]. The short
half-life of 213Bi, being 46 min, precludes consideration of long biological life times. Stable alpha-conjugates were
synthesised in our laboratory by labeling chelated MAbs with 213Bi to form the AIC. These were tested in vitro
and in vivo for melanoma [20,21], leukaemia [22], colorectal [23], prostate [24,25,26], ovarian [27] and
pancreatic cancers [28,29].
The short range of alpha particles, and the short half-life of useful alpha emitting radioisotopes argue against
TAT with 213Bi being at all effective in regressing tumours [30]. Consequently, our studies related to the killing of
isolated cancer cells and cell clusters and the inhibition of tumour growth. To this end we developed the 2 day
model, where treatment followed 2 days post-inoculation of cancer cells. Mice were then followed until tumours
reached ~1 cm3. In all cases, complete inhibition of tumour development was achieved with 75−100 µCi local s.c.
injection (i.e., in the same location as the cell inoculation). Higher activities were required for systemic (tail vein
or intraperitoneal) injection of the AIC. However, efficacy decreases for longer growth times and larger tumours,
but can be partially offset by multiple dosing.
Intralesional alpha therapy was performed on human melanoma xenografts in nude mice [31] and showed
complete tumour regression over 4-8 weeks. Intralesional TAT of melanoma with 300 µCi gave complete
regression of melanoma xenografts in nude mice, but was far less successful in breast and prostate tumours. These
results paved the way for the intralesional phase 1 clinical trial [11], wherein the mouse host for the human
melanoma was simply exchanged for a human host.
Acute activity tolerances are in the region of 24-36 mCi/kg for systemic (ip) injections. However, long term
toxicity (~ 6 months in mice) in the form of delayed radiation nephrosis, reduces the MTD to ~9 mCi/kg in mice
and between 3 and 9 mCi/kg in rabbits.
While kinetics and bio-distributions will depend on the type of vector used, the melanoma trial provided the
basic data to determine specific organ doses for comparison with threshold dose levels and the probability of
induced secondary cancer. These data are of considerable value in ensuring patient safety in further systemic
phase 1 clinical trials.
5.2. PAI2–uPAR alpha therapy

The PAI-2-uPAR targeting system has several important advantages. First, PAI2 is a human protein, rather
than a murine antibody, so overcoming problems of immune response. Second, it is a much smaller targeting
molecule so can penetrate tissue more efficiently leading to faster targeting, which is important considering the
short half-life of the AIC. Finally, pre-clinical studies of over-expression show that uPA is highly expressed in
around 75% of pancreatic adenocarcinomas, using immunohistochemical staining, while expression of uPA
mRNA in normal pancreas is only 6% of that for pancreatic adenocarcinoma [27,29,31]. Thus, although there is
frequently a high production of uPAR, which predicts poor survival, when there this is countered by a high
production of its inhibitor PAI-2 improved survival results. Therefore the provision of exogenous PAI-2 would
not be expected to adversely effect survival.
The human recombinant PAI-2 protein was successfully tested in breast [32], ovarian [26,33,34], prostate
[Li2002] and pancreatic [28] cancers. These conjugates are highly selective and cytotoxic to targeted cancer cells.
In vitro cytotoxicity of alpha-conjugates is very much greater than beta conjugates, non-specific alpha-conjugates
and free alpha isotope. The lethal pathway for alpha therapy is predominantly apoptosis [36].
Preclinical results shown in Figure 1 demonstrate complete inhibition of tumour growth at 4 mCi/kg dose at
2 days post-inoculation for local s.c. administration and 9 mCi/kg dose for systemic administration [33]. All
treated groups showed responses varying from almost complete inhibition to delayed tumour growth compared
with controls. However, the low MW of PAI2 means that renal filtration will lead to delayed radiation nephrosis
[37].
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FIG. 1. Therapeutic Efficacy: The effect of a single intra-peritoneal injection of 213Bi-PAI2 on subcutaneous CFPAC-1 human
pancreatic cancer xenografts in nude mice. Single i.p. injections of 111, 222, 333 MBq/kg of 213Bi-PAI2; 333 MBq/kg of 213Bi-BSA
(non-targeted hot control) and PAI-2 with no alpha conjugate (cold control) were given two days post-inoculation [33].

A clinical trial for stage IV pancreatic cancer patients who have either completed or declined standard
systemic therapies would soon show efficacy because of the poor prognosis. Any delay in progression of the
disease would be of clear benefit to the patient. Systemic TAT has the potential to regress pancreatic cancers and
to eliminate micrometastases. It is expected that TAT would be indicated for the control of pancreatic cancer after
resection of the primary tumour, when complete cell kill of micrometastases could be achieved, leading to
elimination of clinical disease.
5.3. C595 anti-MUC1 alpha therapy

C595 is an IgG3, murine MAb raised against the protein core of human urinary epithelial mucin (MUC1).
MUC1 is found to be frequently upregulated and abnormally glycosylated in a number of common malignancies,
including breast, bladder, colon, ovarian, prostate and gastric cancer. Cancer-associated MUC1 is structurally
different to normal MUC1 in that the former has shorter and less dense O-glycan chains, which exposes novel
regions of the protein core.
The expression of tumour-associated antigen mucin-1 (MUC-1) on breast, prostate, ovarian and pancreatic
cancer cell lines, in cell clusters and animal xenografts was detected by indirect immmunostaining. MAbs C595
(test) and A2 (non-specific control) were labelled with 213Bi using the chelator CHX-A” to form the AIC.
Preclinical results show inhibition of tumour growth and regression of cell clusters. Over 90% of primary prostate,
pancreatic and ovarian tumours expressed MUC1 while 95% of normal tissues did not [33,36,37,38,54,55].
Further, MUC1 expression was found on the surface of cancer cell lines. The lethal pathway in all in vitro studies
after TAT was found to be predominantly by apoptosis.
5.4. Orthotopic administration of 213BI-Bevacizumab inhibits progression of PC3 xenografts in the prostate

Tumour growth requires development of new blood vessels – a process known as angiogenesis. The antiangiogenic MAb Bevacizumab (BZ), which targets vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), is now part of the
standard treatment for advanced colorectal cancer. Castrate resistant prostate cancers also express VEGF but are
only marginally responsive to BZ alone or in combination with chemotherapy. . The efficacy of orthotopic
administration of TAT with 213Bi-BZ was studied in the nude mouse, prostate cancer xenograft model [40]. PC3
human prostate cancer cells (106) were injected into the lower capsule of the mouse prostate gland one week prior
to alpha-therapy. Mice were euthanized and assessed for tumour growth at 2 weeks post-therapy (2 mice), 4
weeks (2 mice) and 6 weeks (3 mice) post-therapy. The no-therapy control mice received a saline injection in
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equal volume to each BZ administration. 213Bi- BZ was significantly more efficacious in inhibiting xenograft
progression in the prostate gland compared with BZ antibody alone (p = 0.009) and when compared to the ‘no
therapy’ protocol (p < 0.0001). Orthotopic administration of 213Bi- BZ greatly improved the early control of organ
confined prostate cancer compared to BZ alone (P < 0.01).

6. CLINICAL TRIALS

6.1. Overview
A great deal of preclinical work paved the way for the advance to clinical trials in recent years [41]. The
Sloan Kettering Memorial Cancer Center has led the way, first with the application 213Bi immunotherapy [42] and
later with 225Ac [43]. Other laboratories have concentrated on 212Bi and 211At. The advantages of the Bi
radioisotopes are that they can be generated from long-lived parents, 225Ac with 10 d and 228Th with 1.91 y halflives, which can be imported from overseas. The Ac-Bi generator has an additional advantage in that it decays in
house and does not need long-term waste disposal. 211At, with a 7 h half-life, needs to be used at or near the
production site. While the half-lives of 213Bi (47 minutes) and 212Bi (61 minutes) are rather short, there is
sufficient time for synthesis of the AIC, and for vascular distribution throughout the body. However, there is
inadequate time for infusion into tumours, which can take 24−48 hours. This is one reason for the development of
the 225Ac alpha-conjugate, as the 10 d half-life allows plenty of time for infusion through the target tumours. On
the other hand, the short range of the alpha products requires a high degree of homogeneity if all tumour cells are
to be neutralised.
Targeting vectors must be specific for the cancers to be treated. As such, a number of vectors are being used
or are to be introduced into the clinic. The following MAbs are in use: humanised HuM195 targets acute
myelogenous leukaemia; the murine 9.2.27 targets the MCSP antigen on melanoma cells and GBM cells; the antiCD20 for lymphoma; MX35 F(ab’)2 for ovarian cancer; and the human-mouse chimeric anti-tenascin 81C6 for
GBM. In the case of bone cancer, RaCl2 has a natural affinity for bone. Other proposed vectors are PAI2 against
uPA, that is widely expressed by many cancers at their most malignant stage, and C595 a murine MAB against
MUC-1, also of generic nature. The polysaccharide capsule binding MAb 18 B7 is proposed for fungal infection.
Seven clinical trials were reported the Berlin TAT symposium in 2011. 213Bi was used for studies in acute
myelogenous leukaemia (AML), melanoma and lymphoma; 225Ac for AML; 223Ra for bone cancer and 211At for
GBM and ovarian cancer. The Phase 1 213Bi trial for AML has been completed and the current trial is phase 2
with chemotherapy pre-treatment. The intralesional melanoma trial with 213Bi has also been completed, being
followed by a systemic trial with the same alpha conjugate. The following sections review the results of past and
current clinical trials, and the objectives of proposed trials.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current and completed clinical trials are as follows:
Completed Phase I study for acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) [42]
Ongoing phase II study for post-chemotherapy of AML [52]
Ongoing phase I study with 225Ac [52]
Completed phase 1 trial for intralesional melanoma [11]
Phase 1 trial of systemic melanoma [13,44,45]
Completed phase 1 trial of Glioblastoma [46]
Competed pilot trial of GBM [47]
Completed trial of 223Ra for bone metastases [50,51]
Phase 1 for lymphoma [48]
Phase 1 trial in GEP-NET [53]
Phase 1 trial of intraperitoneal TAT for ovarian cancer [57].

While solid tumours have never been envisaged as suitable targets for TAT, in contrast with liquid cancers
and micrometastases [30], stage 4 advanced cancer patients are used in phase 1 trials for toxicity studies.
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6.2. Intralesional metastatic melanoma

The intralesional melanoma trial [11] and the systemic melanoma trial [13] used the 9.2.29 MAb to target
the melanoma-associated chondroitin sulfate proteoglycan (MCSP) receptor expressed by lesions of more than
90% of melanoma patients. This antigen is the same as the HMWMAA and thought to be identical with the NG2
murine antigen. The antibody is covalently coupled to the cDTPA chelator, and labelled with the 213Bi alphaemitting radioisotope. The objective of these phase 1 trials with stage 4 melanoma patients was to determine the
safety of the AIC and so far complications of any type or level have not been observed up to 25 mCi. However,
unexpected tumour regressions were observed at quite low doses, such that a new concept was introduced to
explain the clinical responses observed after systemic alpha therapy, called TAVAT [7]. Leaky neogenic
capillaries allow extra-vascular diffusion of the AIC to target antigens on contiguous pericytes and cancer cells.
Alpha emission kills the capillary endothelial cells, shutting down the capillaries with subsequent starvation of the
tumour.
Intralesional Targeted Alpha Therapy (ITAT) for metastatic melanoma, being the first part of a program to
establish a new systemic therapy. The benign targeting vector 9.2.27 was labelled with 213Bi to form the AIC
213
Bi-cDTPA-9.2.27 (AIC), which is highly cytotoxic to targeted melanoma cells [38].
The safety and efficacy of intralesional AIC in patients with metastatic skin melanoma was investigated in
16 melanoma patients, all with melanomas that were positive to the MAb 9.2.27 [11]. AIC doses from 50 to 450
µCi were injected into lesions of different sizes, causing massive tumour cell death as observed by the presence of
tumour debris. The AIC was very effective in delivering a high dose to the tumour while sparing other tissues.
There were no significant changes in blood proteins and electrolytes. There was no evidence of a humanantimouse-antibody reaction. Evidence of significant decline in serum marker melanoma-inhibitory-activity
protein (MIA) at 2 weeks post-TAT was observed.
Intralesional TAT for melanoma in human patients was found to be safe and efficacious to 1350 µCi.
Tumours were resected at 8 weeks post-ITAT, to show massive cell debris in the injected volume, but no effect in
untreated tumour or in the antibody only treated tumour in the same patient. Tumour to kidney activity ratios were
~ 3000. MIA, apoptosis and ki67 proliferation marker tests all indicated that TAT is a promising therapy for the
control of inoperable secondary melanoma or primary ocular melanoma.
As such, intralesional TAT is indicated for uveal melanoma and brain metastases.
6.3. Systemic therapy for metastatic melanoma

The aim of this study was to assess toxicity and response of systemic alpha therapy for metastatic melanoma
using the AIC 213Bi-cDTPA-9.2.27 [13]. Tools used to investigate the responses were physical examination,
imaging of tumours, pathology comparisons over 12 weeks, GFR; CT, comparisons and changes in tumour
marker over 8 weeks. Responses were based on RECIST criteria.
40 patients with stage IV melanoma/ in-transit metastasis were treated with activities of 55−947 MBq. Using
RECIST criteria 50% of subjects experienced stable disease and 12% showed partial response. One patient
showed near complete response after a 5 mCi iv injection of the AIC (20/21 lesions completely disappeared, see
Figure 2) and was retreated at 12 months because of an excellent response to the initial treatment. Another patient
showed response in a mandible tumour and reduction in lung lesions.
The tumour marker melanoma inhibitory activity protein (MIA) reduced over 8 weeks in most patients.
However, there was a disparity of dose with responders. Toxicity at any level was not observed over the range of
administered activities.
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The observation of responses without any toxicity indicates that TAT has the potential to be a safe and
effective therapeutic approach for metastatic melanoma.

FIG. 2. 20 of the 21 melanomas completely regressed after systemic TAT. The initial sizes of the larger tumours are shown as blue
rings. Post-TAT tumour beds revealed a complete absence of viable melanoma cells.

The observation of efficacy at quite low doses showed that this trial, while adequate as a phase 1, was
inadequate to investigate the underlying factors that were contributing to the unexpected efficacy. As such, the
trial was terminated in June 2007 without reaching the MTD and a new trial was designed to provide more
detailed information but was not funded.
6.3.1. Improvements to the trial

The earlier trial used the cDTPA chelator to link the antibody and radioisotope, as this was the only
commercially available chelator at that time. As delayed radiation nephrosis is the main concern, CHX-A”, being
more stable, is expected to reduce the renal uptake of free 213Bi and so increase the maximum tolerance dose for
the kidneys. Further, commercial production of CHX-A” is now available (Macrocyclics, USA).
The MAb 9.2.27 targets the MCSP antigen and if expression is low, antigens can be more readily saturated
and blocked by unlabelled antibody, thus limiting tumour regression. One way around this problem is to increase
the specific activity (SA) of the AIC. The AIC is usually prepared by minimizing the free radioisotope in the
labelling process. However, our objective is to minimize the unlabelled antibody fraction. This then leads to a
higher SA, less blocking of target antigens, and more effective therapy. Further, the higher specific activity will
reduce the amount of antibody injected, even at higher activities, therefore reducing the HAMA effect.
Dose limiting toxicity is defined in terms of renal function; GFR Grade1 (normalized for age) or Grade 2
serum creatinine. GFR will be measured at 0, 26, 52 and 78 weeks. If there is > 25% decline GFR will be repeated
in one month for verification. Serum creatinine will be measured at each visit.
A single administration of AIC was given in the first trial, (if needed 2−3 injections on the same day to
achieve the required injected activity). With the higher activities, a fractionated dose regime will be more practical,
and may give improved efficacy as tumours capillaries may be damaged, resulting in increased permeability for
the AIC. Daily fractionation over 4−5 days would not be of concern for immune response (HAMA) as the time
period is too short for the generation of an immune response (7−14 Days).
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7. WHAT NEXT?

The future prospects of TAT have been previously described [53]. The dosimetry problems could be
resolved with biological dosimetry and on-line MOSFET dosimeters. Therapeutic response could be monitored
by magnetic cell separation of cancer cells in the blood with magnetic microspheres coated with the targeting
MAb.
The limited supplies of Ac-225 available at present from separation from Th-229 are adequate for clinical
trials. However, should TAT become a clinical procedure, then new supplies must be found. Accelerator
production centres could ensure adequate supply of Ac-225 for international distribution and At-211 for local
distribution.
Alpha therapy needs first to establish maximum tolerance doses for practical acceptance. This has been
determined with 213Bi-AIC for acute myelogenous leukaemia at ~ 1 mCi/kg [42]. The maximum tolerance dose
has not yet been established for metastatic melanoma, but the efficacious dose for some melanomas is certainly
less than 0.3 mCi/kg [45] and for intra-cavity therapy of GBM it is ~ 0.14 mCi/kg for 211At-IC [46].
The next stage is to determine efficacy in phase II trials at the MTD or the effective dose. A current study of
combined modalities for acute myelogenous leukaemia is ongoing at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
using chemotherapy to reduce the cancer load followed by 213Bi-AIC to further reduce the cancer.
The melanoma trial showed significant efficacy in the phase 1 trial achieving 10% near complete or partial
response, 40% stable disease and 13% long term survival of 2-5 y, without any evidence of adverse events [45].
The Duke GBM study achieved a median survival of 52 weeks for GBM [46].
It is now appropriate to consider that TAT can be applied to high risk subjects in remission, for whom
recurrence is likely to arise from subclinical disease, as well as end stage patients for palliative therapy. Perhaps
the most appropriate application could be for post-hormonal therapy in prostate cancer, when the PSA is at its
nadir. TAT could target the hormone insensitive cells that survive and lead to fatal outcomes.
While these results are relatively impressive, the potential of TAT to reduce solid tumours by TAVAT
remains just that. The demonstration of the synergy between tumour vascular disruption agents and TAVAT
could bring about a sea change in cancer therapy.
Alpha therapy is still a work in progress, but great gains are being made in translating preclinical studies to
clinical trials. Ideally suited to leukaemia, alpha therapy is demonstrating efficacy, but mostly at the MTD.
However, this is not the case for GBM and metastatic melanoma.
The promise of TAT is greatly extended by the development of TAVAT for solid tumours. Metastatic
melanoma results show surprising tumour regressions at doses very much below the MTD, and if further research
is successful, TAVAT could change the prognosis for many end-stage cancers.
8. OBSTACLES

TAT has been tested extensively in preclinical studies and in phase 1 and 2 clinical trials. Yet its acceptance
into the clinic has been limited. There are a number of possible reasons for this lack of progress, which are
discussed as follows. First, there is the apparent failure of Radiation Oncologists & Medical Physicists to identify
the most important therapeutic need, which is efficacious systemic therapy. This could be explained in part by the
existence of the external beam lobby of Industry, Radiation Oncologists and Medical Physicists and the
chemotherapy lobby of Industry and Oncologists. Further, the Nuclear Medicine profession thrives on imaging
and relegates therapy to a minor activity.
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There is a lack of commitment by oncologists for new approaches that are outside their training and
occupation. As such, TAT is in no-mans land! However, Alpharadin (Ra-223) has succeeded with international
clinical trials as a palliative therapy for prostate metastases to the bone because private funding was raised, which
has opened the door for clinical trials.
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ALPHA EMITTING RADIONUCLIDES AND RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS
FOR THERAPY
Michel Chérel, Jacques Barbet
GIP Arronax, Saint-Herblain, and CRCNA, Inserm, CNRS, Université de Nantes, Nantes, France
Today, cancer treatments mainly rely on surgery or external beam radiation to remove or destroy bulky
tumors. Chemotherapy is given when tumours cannot be removed or when dissemination is suspected. However,
these approaches cannot permanently treat all cancers and relapse occurs in up to 50% of the patients’ population.
Radioimmunotherapy (RIT) and peptide receptor radionuclide therapy (PRRT) are effective against some
disseminated and metastatic diseases, although they are rarely curative. Most preclinical and clinical
developments in this field have involved electron-emitting radionuclides, particularly iodine-131, yttrium-90 and
lutetium-177. The large range of the electrons emitted by these radionuclides reduces their efficacy against very
small tumour cell clusters or isolated tumour cells present in residual disease and in many haematological tumours
(leukaemia, myeloma). The range of alpha particles in biological tissues is very short, less than 0.1 mm, which
makes alpha emitters theoretically ideal for treatment of such isolated tumour cells or micro-clusters of malignant
cells. Thus, over the last decade, a growing interest for the use of alpha-emitting radionuclides has emerged.
Research on targeted alpha therapy (TAT) began years ago in Nantes through cooperation between Subatech, a
nuclear physics laboratory, CRCNA, a cancer research centre with a nuclear oncology team and ITU (Karlsruhe,
Germany). CD138 was demonstrated as a potential target antigen for Multiple Myeloma, which is a target of huge
clinical interest particularly suited for TAT because of the disseminated nature of the disease consisting primarily
of isolated cells and small clusters of tumour cells mainly localized in the bone marrow [1]. Thus anti-CD138
antibodies were labelled with bismuth-213 from actinium-225/bismuth-213 generators provided by ITU and used
to target multiple myeloma cells [2]. In vitro studies showed cell cycle arrest, synergism with chemotherapy and
very little induction of apoptosis [3].
The European Community 7th Framework Program TARCC (Targeting Alpha Radionuclides to Combat
Cancer) project was a great opportunity to set up collaborative studies within a group a ten partners (Centre de
Recherche en Cancérologie de Nantes-Angers, Division of Radiological Chemistry, Department of Radiology,
University Hospital, Basel, Switzerland, Department of Nuclear Medicine, Klinikum Rechts der Isar + Institut für
Radiochemie, Technische Universitat Munchen, Munich, Klinik für Nuklearmedizin, Medizinische Hochschule,
Hannover, Germany, Department of Radiation Physics, University of Gothenburg, Göteborg, Sweden,
Department for Nuclear Medicine, University Medical Centre, Ljubljana, Slovenia, Subatech, Nantes, France,
Institute for Transuranium Elements, Karlsruhe, Germany, Ion Beam Applications, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium
and Inserm-Transfert, Paris). The TARCC project addressed several issues standing in the way of the
development of TAT. Indeed, the use of alpha-emitting radionuclides in medicine has been hindered by a few
devastating experiences with very long half-life radionuclides such as polonium-210. Such effects should not
occur with short half-life alpha-emitting radionuclides, however the very high cytotoxic potential of high linear
energy transfer (LET) radiation makes them potentially very effective but also potentially very toxic if their
biodistribution and targeting is not carefully controlled [4]. It was the primary objective of the TARCC project to
develop and test means to achieve this targeting in preclinical studies.
In summary, production of astatine-211 and labelling of phenylalanine and phenylalanine-analogues,
peptides (substance P) [6] and antibodies [7,8] by electrophilic and nucleophilic substitution reactions were
improved. New methods for astatine labelling (hypervalent astatine, aminooxy functionalized peptide resulting in
stable oxime formation) were developed. The Pourbaix diagram of astatine in non-complexing medium was
defined [9]. Peptide and protein labelling with bismuth-213 was optimized. A variety of peptides were
synthesized: somatostatin analogues and somatostatin-based antagonists with high hydrophilicity and high affinity
[10], metabolically stabilized gastrin derivatives [11], hybrid somatostatine/gastrin peptides, chelated and
bismuth-213 and actinium-225-labelled tumour homing F3 peptide dimer [12,13] and bivalent haptens for
pretargeting [14]. Labelling protocols were defined for all these molecules.
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Preclinical studies were performed by systemic injections in prostate cancer with bismuth-213 or lutetium177 labelled bombesin derivatives (DOTA-PEG4-bombesin [DOTA-PESIN] and DO3A-CH2CO-8-aminooctanoyl-Q-W-A-V-G-H-L-M-NH2 [AMBA]) [15], in colorectal cancer hepatic metastases pretargeted with TF2
bispecific anti-CEA x anti histamine-succinyl-glycine (HSG) antibody and bismuth-213-labeled bivalent HSGhapten [14], in Multiple Myeloma in a syngeneic mouse tumour model disseminated in bone marrow targeted
with bismuth-213-labeled anti-CD138 antibody [16] and in rat glioblastoma treated with astatine-211-labeled
phenylalanine [17].
Rat glioblastoma was also treated by local injection of astatine-211-labeled phenylalanine and locally
disseminated tumors were treated by local injection in SCID mice intraperitoneal MDA-MB-435 breast cancer
xenografts of a dimer of the vascular tumour homing peptide F3 labelled with bismuth-213 [12,13], in HSC45-M2
gastric cancer peritoneal carcinomatosis treated by intraperitoneal injection of bismuth-213-labeled anti-d9-Ecadherin antibody [18,19] and in orthotopic human xenografts of EGFR-overexpressing luciferase transfected
bladder carcinoma cell line EJ28 treated intravesically with bismuth-213-anti-EGFR-antibody [20].
Moderate to high tumour control was achieved depending on models, with higher efficacy of alpha-therapy
when compared to lutetium-177 in the prostate cancer model [15]. Efficacy was found to decrease rapidly with
tumour burden in all cases. Toxicity was manageable, but long term toxicity observed in liver or kidneys
depended on vectors (peptide versus antibody) and the therapeutic index was very narrow, except for local
administration, with a need for microdosimetry [21].
A relative biological effectiveness (RBE) around 5 for alpha versus photons or betas was confirmed in a few
models and the study of cellular response to alpha irradiation at the level of gene expression was initiated [22, 23].
Alpha-emitters were shown to be effective for the eradication of hypoxic tumour cells by a direct comparison
between alpha (bismuth-213-labeled anti-EGFR-antibody) and photons in hypoxic squamous epithelium
carcinoma CAL33 cells [24].
These preclinical data established good proofs of principle that allowed participating groups to proceed to
clinical studies, making TARCC a real success.
In the meantime, Arronax (an acronym for "Accelerator for Research in Radiochemistry and Oncology at
Nantes Atlantique") was built by IBA in Saint-Herblain near Nantes [25]. Arronax is high energy, high intensity
cyclotron dedicated to research in nuclear medicine and radiochemistry. Arronax and the cyclotron facility cost
was over 37 M€ and financing came from regional institutions, the French government and Europe (EDRF). Its
priorities are the production of astatine-211, copper-67 and scandium-47 for therapy, copper-64 and scandium-44
for PET imaging. Strontium-82 (82Sr/82Rb for PET in cardiology) and germanium-68 (68Ge/68Ga for PET in
oncology) are produced as commercial radionuclides.
Today a multidisciplinary network is set in the Nantes area with Subatech (nuclear physics, computer
simulation, radiochemistry, detectors including development of a 3 photon camera), CRCNA (nuclear oncology,
imaging and therapeutics from chemistry to the clinic), the Nantes University Hospital and Cancer Centre Nuclear
Medicine department, Oniris (Nantes Veterinary School with its micro-PET/CT, PET/CT and SPECT/CT for dogs,
cats and monkeys), which received national support for Cancéropôle Grand Ouest, the Pays de la Loire Regional
Coucil (NucSan Project) and the French "Investissements d'Avenir" (ArronaxPlus equipment of excellence and
IRON laboratory of excellence).
Our major projects are to advance the treatment of minimum residual disease of prostate cancer using
astatine-211-labeled desimmunized J591 antibody to the clinic (with Atlab Pharma SAS) and to continue
preclinical studies for the treatment of multiple myeloma by alpha-immunotherapy using anti-CD138 antibodies
and for pretargeted alpha-immunotherapy of colorectal cancer (Immunomedics, inc.).
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TREATMENT OF BONE METASTASES WITH RADIUM-223 IN PATIENTS
WITH CASTRATION RESISTANT PROSTATE CANCER (CRPC):
ALTERNATIVE OR COMPLEMENTARY TO INNOVATIVE MOLECULAR
THERAPIES?
Emilio Bombardieri
Nuclear Medicine Division, Department of Diagnostic Imaging and Radiotherapy Fondazione
IRCCS INT Milano (I) (emilio.bombardieri @istitutotumori.mi.it)

The skeletal metastatic disease is a real clinical problem. Approximately 70% of patients with prostate or
breast cancer and 35% of those with advanced lung, thyroid, and kidney cancers will develop skeletal metastases,
which cause considerable morbidity. Several options are available for treatment, to be used either alone or in
various combinations: hormones in case of hormone-sensitive tumours, chemotherapy, biphosphonates, external
beam radiation therapy, surgery (in pathologic or impending fracture), bone-seeking radiopharmceuticals, and also
molecular therapies.
Focusing our attention to patients with prostate cancer, 50% of patients with bone metastases develop
skeletal related events (SREs) such as : severe pain, pathologic fractures, spinal compression syndrome,
malignant hypercalcemia, bone marrow suppression. All these SREs require adequate therapy since generally
determine several functional impairments and worsen the prognosis. It is well known that skeletal complications
reduce the quality of life affecting different aspects, physical, functional end emotional [1]. SREs are associated
also with lower survival [2].
Three different type of bone seeking radionuclides were proposed for the treatment of bone metastases of
the blastic or mixed type: 89Sr-Chloride (89SrCl2), 186Re-1-1-hydroethylenedisphosphonate (186Re-HEDP) and
153
Sm- ethylene diamine tetra methylene phosphonate (153Sm-EDTMP). These radionuclides emit a short range of
therapeutic beta irradiation, having bone marrow as the dose limiting toxicity. Various clinical trials showed their
effect is limited only to bone pain palliation. In Phase III trials there was no demonstration of any improvement in
tumour reduction or overall survival. They differ in terms of efficacy, duration of pain palliation, ability to repeat
treatments, toxicity and costs. 153Sm-EDTMP seems to have some advantages such as a shorter half-life, the fact
that it is also a gamma-emitter (useful to easily scan the radiopharmaceutical uptake and distribution), and
possibility to repeat the treatment. However these radiopharmaceuticals did not met a great success in the clinical
practice as bone palliation agents, since they fought with a lot of non radioactive competitors (biphosphonates,
opioids, combinations of chemotherapy) that Oncologists and Urologists prefer to use, since the final decision
about patient management is up to them and they often tend to exclude Nuclear Medicine Physicians.
The interest in bone-seeking radionuclides has been enhanced in the recent years by the study and the use of
Radium-223 (223RaCl2). As alpha emitter 223Ra shows an enormous and concentrate killing power, since
thousands of Beta hits are needed to kill a cancer cell while only one alpha hit can be lethal in case hits DNA.
223
Ra acts as a calcium mimic, naturally targets new bone growth in around bone metastases, has a very short
penetration (2-10 cell diameters) in the tissue, so it determines a highly localized tumour cell killing and minimal
damage to surrounding normal tissues.
A large study demonstrated a very good dose-response relationship and pain-relieving effect of 223Ra (from
5 KBq/Kg to 100 kBq/kg ) on 100 patients with castration-resistant prostate cancer (CRPC). Pain response was
seen in up to 71% of patients, with a dose response after 2 weeks of the injection [3]. In another randomized study
in CRPC patients selected for local external beam radiotherapy, 223Ra affected bone-alkaline phopshatase (ALP)
levels, improved the time to SREs, the time to prostate specific antigen (PSA) progression, and also the overall
survival [4].
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Very impressive results were obtained in the ALSYMPCA trial. This is a phase III double blind placebo
controlled RCT of Radium-223 (Xofigo®), in patients with progressive symptomatic CRPC previously treated
with chemotherapy (Docetaxel) or unfit for chemotherapy. Patients were randomised with fashion 2:1 to 6 × 4
weekly injections of 223Ra (50 kBq/kg IV) or placebo. The study endpoints were: overall survival (primary
endpoint), time to first SRE, time to total ALP progression, total ALP response, total ALP normalization, time to
PSA progression, safety and quality of life (secondary endpoints). The majority of patients were with advanced
disease ( a large number of metastatic localizations) ; 922 patients were evaluated by this study and a statistical
interim analysis showed a very impressive benefit from 223Ra treatment. This caused an early termination of the
trial. The results showed a great improvement in the overall survival (median 14 months with 223Ra vs 11.2 with
placebo) , longer time to SREs (median 13.6 months with 223Ra vs 8.4 with placebo), lower incidence of SREs in
223
Ra group. 223Ra treatment was well tolerated, the side effects’ incidence was nearly the same in the 223Ra
treated patients than placebo, the incidence of grade 3/4 neutropaenia was low (1.8% vs. 0.8%) and
thrombocytopaenia (4% vs. 2%) was very low. On the basis of these clinical evidences, FDA approved 223Ra in
USA and, in Europe, approval is expected by the end of 2013.
Nowadays Urologists, Oncologists and Nuclear Medicine Physicians have in their hands a very powerful
agent that can be used in hormone resistant prostate cancer patients, and that demonstrated not only a pain
palliation effect but also an evident anti-cancer effect leading to an improvement of the overall survival. The
question is: Will be a future for this radiopharmaceutical in the armamentarium of the available therapies for
prostate cancer?
Looking at the possible competitors, we could mention the following drugs.
o Antiresorptive agents such as biphopsphonates (Zoledronic acid) and Denosumab (NF-kb ligand). The
biphosphonates demonstrated recently that they are able to reduce all type of SREs vs placebo, at 2 years, in
patients with bone metastases from hormone resistant prostate cancer [5]. Demosumab is a fully human
monoclonal antibody that binds human RANK ligand and inhibits osteoclast differentiation. Some studies
show that it can reduce bone resorption and tumour-induced bone destruction [6]. However, these drugs do
not affect the overall survival and disease progression.
o Androgen inhibitors such as Abiraterone acetate (inhibits the androgens synthesis) and Enzalutamide
(androgen signalling inhibitor). The Abiraterone in patients with mild symptomatic metastatic CRPC (plus
prednsone) reduces the risk of disease progression by 48% and delays the time to opiate use. Enzalutamide
determine a tumour response consistent with castration as evaluated by PSA levels and objective response
rate (data provided by M. R. Smith, MGH Cancer Centre).
o Kinase inhibitors such as Cabozantinib (cMET/VEGFR2 Inhibitors), Dasanitib (Src inhibitor) and
Cabozantinib, which inhibits the system MET/VEGFR2. It has been shown that activated MET is highly
expressed in bone metastases. Preliminary studies demonstrated a significant bone effects and good effects on
bone pain and limiting the narcotic use [7,8] Dasanitib can have potential efficacy since the Src inhibition
blocks tumour cell proliferation, osteoclast proliferation, osteclast activity, in these area the results are still
controversial [9].
Considering all the above mentioned options, to answer the following question: “When 223Ra-Chloride shall
be chosen?”, requires the examination of many aspects related to the patient, the drug and the clinical situation.
These are:
(a) patient’s characteristics (e.g. absence of visceral metastases, multiple skeletal involvement, single metastasis,
failure of taxane regimens, etc.),
(b) clinical efficacy (comparison of drug),
(c) toxicity of the treatments,
(d) dose optimization,
(e) overall costs (economic, social etc.),
(f) patient management,
(g) monotherapy or association?
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Of course patient’s characteristics is the most important issue to be evaluated in order to choose the correct
therapeutic strategy. It’s clear that the treatment depends primarily on the clinical situation. For example, (i) a
metastasis at risk of fracture needs immediately an external beam irradiation, (ii) the presence of lesions in the soft
tissue obviously can not be treated only with bone seeking agents, (iii) the presence of pain is the main indication
for beta emitters radiopharmaceuticals (89SrCl2, 186Re-HEDP, or153Sm –EDTMP), but scintigrafic uptake at the
sites of painful metastases is another essential element that limits this indication. Similarly, the assessment of the
response/resistance to previous anticancer treatment is very important in taking the therapeutic decision, etc. etc.
A high clinical efficacy is of course what every physician expect from any anticancer treatment. The efficacy of
223
Ra-Chloride has been fully demonstrated. There is no doubts that among all radiopharmaceuticals used for
patients with bone metastases 223Ra-Chloride demonstrated, in large clinical trials, the best efficacy, not only on
pain control, but also on other key parameters, the most important being overall survival. However, it should be
mentioned that recent clinical CRPC trials (involving advanced prostate cancer patients) demonstrated a good
therapeutic efficacy on the overall survival. Table 1 reports comparison between results of ALSYMPCA vs some
selected clinical trials.

TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM VARIOUS CLINICAL TRIALS WITH ALSYMPCA
Trial/Agent

Mechanism

Comparator

Months
(survival)

Hazard Ratio

P-value

ALSYMPCA
223
Ra-Chloride

Alpha-particle
emitter

Placebo

14.9 vs 11.3

0.69

0.0018

AFFIRM
Enzalutamide

Angrogen receptor
signalling inhibitor

Placebo

18.4 vs 13.6

0.63

0,0001

COU-AA301
Abiraterone +
prednisone

CYP Inhibitor

Placebo+prednisone

14.8 vs 10.9

0.64

0,0001

TROPIC
Cabacitaxel +
prednisone

Cytotoxic

Motoxantrone +
prednisone

15.1 vs 12.7

0.70

0.0001

Considering toxicity, this is different depending on the type of compound used. The antiadrogen directed
therapies determine mineral corticoid excess, fluid retention, hypertension and hypokaliemia. Enzalutamide can
induce grade 3-4 toxicity and fatigue. Antiresorptive agents give pyrexia, fatigue, bone pain and/or arthralgias,
myalgias, chills, and influenza-like illness. Also nausea, vomiting, constipation or diahrrea, abdominal pain. A
very particular side effect in several osteonecrosis is the osteonecrosis of the jaw. The kinase inhibitors
sometimes are responsible of nausea, vomiting fatigue, constipation or diarrea, neutropaenia, hand-foot syndrome.
223
Ra-Chloride is a treatment generally well tolerated and safe, since no significant difference in haematological
toxicity and bone pain were observed in the group treated with 223Ra-Chloride and with placebo. Only gastrointestinal symptoms (diarrhea, constipation, nausea, vomiting) are the most relevant because 223Ra-Chloride is
eliminated through GI tract. With respect to radiation safety precautions, it should be reminded that these are
minimal with 223Ra-Chloride.
It is well known that the dosimetric approach with alpha emitting particles is very difficult. However, it has
been reported that 223Ra-Chloride individualized macro-dosimetry could be efficiently employed in clinical
routine by determining bladder and kidney adsorbed dose from urine, bone marrow adsorbed dose from blood
activity and bone images, GI tract adsorbed dose from image data, adsorbed dose to cancer lesions (metastases)
from image data, and whole body adsorbed doses from imaging, external counter, faecal excretion [10].
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Considering costs, until now there exists no definite evidence supporting a final analysis. However,
examination of data obtained from USA reveals that the cost of a single treatment with 223Ra-Chloride is not low,
accounting approximately 12.000 USD. This means that the whole treatment would require approximately
70.000,00 USD, and this casts doubts that, after approval in Europe, this therapy will obtain a full reimbursement
by the National Health Insurance systems.
Another point to be discussed is related to the responsibility of the patient management. All these patients
are usually evaluated by surgeons (Urologist) and/or by the Oncologist, at cancer onset. Only in very limited
number of cases are Nuclear Medicine Physicians involved. This means that, in spite of the availability of several
very effective treatments such as 223Ra-Chloride, even in presence of clinical cases where the indication for alpha
particle therapy is correct, the probability that patients will be treated with non-radioactive pharmaceuticals
remains very high. This is just one of the main reasons for the very limited use worldwide of beta emitting
radiopharmaceuticals in patients with bone pain metastases. Urologist and Oncologists feel the treatment with
radiopharmaceuticals as the main competitor with their non-radioactive strategies, and since they do not like to
miss patients, sometimes they neglect this kind of treatment. Besides, patients and operators often consider
radioactivity dangerous. There is still need for exhaustive and correct information on alpha particle therapy, which
can be only achieved by involving Nuclear Medicine Physicians in the multidisciplinary groups that have to take
care of prostate cancer patients. The efficacy and safety of this treatment should be clearly explained and
understood.
Finally, future is probably open to explore the association of different drugs, having different mechanisms of
action that could increase the effectiveness of a single treatment with a specific compound. Some studies in this
direction are ongoing with 223Ra-Chloride. A phase III clinical study in conjunction with antiresorptive agents is
ongoing and a phase I/II trial with docetaxel combined with 223Ra-Chloride is investigated in Phase III trials.
Preliminary reports are supporting a synergistic interaction between androgen deprivation therapy and metabolic
radiotherapy that can increase apoptosis in prostate cancer. One possible association, with a theoretical high
probability of success could be between Abiraterone and 223Ra-Chloride.
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RADIOTHERAPY BASED ON α EMITTING RADIONUCLIDES: Geant4 FOR
DOSIMETRY AND MICRO-/NANO-DOSIMETRY
Susanna Guatelli
Centre For Medical Radiation Physics (CMRP), School of Physics, University of Wollongong
(UOW), NSW, Australia

1. INTRODUCTION
Possible physics approaches to evaluate the efficacy of TAT are dosimetry, microdosimetry and
nanodosimetry.
Dosimetry is adequate when mean absorbed dose to a macroscopic target volume is important to understand
the biological effect of radiation. General purpose Monte Carlo (MC) codes, based on condensed history approach,
are a very useful, cost effective tool to solve dosimetric problems. The condensed history approach is based on the
use of multiple scattering theories to calculate the energy losses and angular changes in the direction of the
particle. The short α particle range and high LET make the microdosimetric approach more suitable than
dosimetry to study TAT from first physics principles, as this approach takes into account the stochastic nature of
energy deposition at cellular level.
Microdosimetry approach [1] involves measuring the stochastic linear energy y = E/<l> and the specific
energy z = E/m, where E is the energy deposited in a micron sized sensitive volume (SV), <l> is the average
chord length, m is the mass of the SV. The specific energy and lineal energy can be calculated in a cell or in
subcellular entities. Equivalent dose or relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of a radiation field can then be
determined by convolution of microdosimetric spectra with quality coefficients [1].
Nanodosimetry approach is based on the observation that (1) there is a correlation between early radiation
damage to genes and cells and the Single and Double Strand Breaks (SSB and DSB), produced by the incident
radiation within, or in the close vicinity, of DNA segments, and that (2) there is a correlation between the yield
observed for DSBs and the cluster size (number of ionisation) in a DNA segment [2].
SSB and DSB can result from direct or indirect interactions of particles with the DNA molecule. The direct
effect is due to interaction processes of the incident α particle and by the δ-electrons, produced along the α particle
track. The indirect effect is due to the successive reactions of damaged sites with reactive species (e.g. OH
radicals) produced by the ionising particles [2]. Commonly, a DSB is defined as a minimum of two strand breaks
occurring on opposite DNA strands at a distance of up to 10 base pairs [2]. The biological effectiveness of
radiation on the microscopic scale is defined by its potential to produce complex DSBs. This is different to the
conventional definition of relative biological effectiveness (RBE), which is based on the macroscopic absorbed
dose in the case of dosimetry or on the distribution of lineal energy in the case of microdosimetry. H. Nikjoo and
co-authors [3] report that for α particles with energy of interest for TAT, the contribution of indirect effect on the
DSB production is approximately 30%. This means that it is important to be able to estimate both direct and
indirect effect of radiation at cellular level, when studying the efficacy of TAT.
When studying theoretically the efficacy of TAT by means of micro- and nano-dosimetry, it is important to
model the interactions of particles with biological targets with the highest achievable accuracy. Condensed history
Monte Carlo codes are not adequate in this case, as they are accurate as long as the discrete energy loss events
treated are of magnitudes larger than the electronic binding energies [4]. At this point, track structure codes,
modelling the interactions event by event, down to ~eV scale, come into play. Nowadays there are several inhouse Monte Carlo track structure codes, however they are usually not open source and can be accessed only via
collaboration with the code developers [4]. A review of available Monte Carlo codes can be found in [4].
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Geant4 is the only general purpose, free, open source Monte Carlo code, with ad-hoc physics extensions to
describe the interactions of particles with biological targets, down to the eV scale. It can be used to study the
efficacy of TAT from first physics principles.

2. TAT: Geant4 FOR DOSIMETRY MICRO- AND NANO-DOSIMETRY
Geant4 [5, 6] is a widely used Monte Carlo code, born for High Energy Physics experiments, and then
applied to space science and medical physics as well, thanks to the extension of its physics models down to low
energies. Geant4 is developed and maintained by an international Collaboration (more than 100 members), is
open-source and free. Geant4 Schools and User Workshops are organised regularly to teach to use the MC code to
beginners and communicate with users of the Toolkit.
Geant4 is widely used in medical physics [7] as it provides electromagnetic and hadronic physics models
addressed to accurately describe the interactions of particles with matter for dosimetric studies. The Geant4 Low
Energy Package [8] was born for medical physics applications, for dosimetric studies, with the two alternative
approaches: (1) Low Energy, based on Livermore Evaluated Data Libraries, and (2) the Penelope code physics
models. These physics models have been validated with respect to in-house experimental measurements and
reference data, by means of independent studies conducted in labs around the world. One example of physics
validation study is [9].
Geant4 provides ad-hoc physics models [10, 11] (usually referred as Geant4-DNA Package) to describe accurately
the interactions of particles down to ~eV in micro- and nano-scale objects. Currently the Geant4-DNA Package
handles the step-by-step modelling of physical interactions of incoming and secondary ionising radiation with
biological medium (modelled as liquid water), including excitation, ionisation, elastic scattering, vibrational
excitation and dissociative attachment for electrons, excitation, ionisation and charge change for protons, H, α,
He+, He, ionisation for heavier ions. A review of Geant4-DNA Package physics processes can be found in [11]
and [12]. At this stage the direct effect of radiation can be studied only. In December 2013 the modelling of the
physico-chemical stage (free radical production, diffusion and interactions) should be released within Geant4 and
it will be possible to study the indirect effect of radiation.
The Geant4-DNA Package physics models are available in liquid water only, as this is widely accepted as an
adequate modelling of biological entities. Such physics models are basically derived from water vapour
measurements in the gas-phase approximation (this means that the cross sections are linearly scaled to the unit
density of liquid water). To validate the Geant4-DNA Package with respect to experimental measurements is
currently prohibited by the lack of experiments in liquid water, determined by the technical problem of producing
thin liquid water target. As a consequence, it is possible to study the suitability only of the Geant4-DNA Package
with respect to other MC track structure codes for micro- and nano- scale studies. An example of suitability
studies can be found in [13, 14].
Geant4 has also advanced capability in modelling geometries, from analytical human phantom models [15]
(see Geant4 advanced example human_phantom) and voxelised geometries imported from CT scans (see Geant4
extended example DICOM interface), down to the model of DNA helix [16].
In conclusion Geant4 responds to the requirements of TAT domain, as it provides:
o accurate physics models, validated with respect to experiments and reference data when possible,
o advanced capability in geometry,
o capability to calculate dose (dosimetry), microscopic pattern of energy deposition related to the particle track
structure (microdosimetry), and cluster size distributions in DNA segments (nanodosimetry).
o user support.
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Geant4 has been used to calculate the efficacy of TAT, by means of the Geant4-DNA Package. The work
has been documented in [17−19], result of the PhD thesis by C.Y. Huang, supervised by Prof. Barry Allen and Dr.
Susanna Guatelli. This project shows that the therapeutic gain (TG) of TAT is approximately 180. The high TG
ensures that the tumor capillary endothelial cell (EC) nucleus receives a much higher cytotoxic dose than the
capillary EC in normal tissue. Recently we submitted a paper for publication to Medical Physics where the higher
efficacy of α emitters is demonstrated with respect to β emitters.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Monte Carlo codes represent a very useful tool to investigate TAT from first physics principles. In particular
Geant4 has demonstrated to be adequate to study the efficacy of TAT by means of a microdosimetric approach
[18].
A Geant4-based study for TAT can be very suitable for PhD and post-doc programs, as the IAEA sponsored
CRP, especially in developing countries. In this scenario the three recommendations below are provided:
o One concern is about the CPU resources required to perform a Geant4-based study for TAT in a reasonable
amount of time. Micro- and nano- dosimetry Geant4 studies can require very long execution times that can be
limited, but not fully addressed, with simulation optimisation techniques. The problem of computing
resources can be easily overcome collaborating with an institute with adequate computing resources or using
supercomputing facilities. In order to give an idea of required CPU resources, at CMRP we have an in-house
cluster counting ~200 CPUs for ~15 students doing Geant4-based research in different medical physics
domains. The simulation results of [18] and [19] were obtained using the CMRP cluster.
o Beginners, especially students, often find difficult to start to use Geant4. The participation to a Geant4 School,
organised by Geant4 members, can be a very effective way to break the ice with Geant4. Based on my
experience [20, 21], hands-on courses of few days can be very successful, as they involve the active
participation of students, and it is widely recognised that active learning is more effective. Schools based
only on seminars by experts are suggested when the novel user of Geant4 is already familiar with the MC
code.
o The most successful strategy to achieve Geant4-based scientific sound results, in a reasonable time frame, is
to have an initial period of training in a research center with deep Geant4 expertise for few months (at least
six) and then work in the home institute. Collaboration with a Geant4 expert is highly recommended.
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ALPHA PARTICLE THERAPY IN METASTATIC PROSTATE CANCER
Joe O’Sullivan
Queen’s University Belfast (joe.osullivan@qub.ac.uk)

1. INTRODUCTION
Metastatic castrate resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) is a leading cause of cancer mortality among men in western
countries. Although nearly 85% of patients present with localised disease, up to 40% will eventually develop
metastatic disease during the course of illness. Of men dying from prostate cancer, more than 90% have bone
metastases many with no other significant metastatic sites. Symptoms related to bone metastases and skeletal
related events (SREs) account for the major cause of morbidity in these patients.
Bone-seeking radionuclides have been used in the treatment of prostate cancer bone metastases for many
years. The first bone seeking radionuclide drug approved by the FDA was Strontium-89. Other agents have also
been used including Samarium-153 EDTMP, Rhenium-186 (-188)-HEDP. These radionuclides are all emit shortrange therapeutic beta radiation with bone marrow as the dose limiting toxicity. There is strong clinical trial
evidence of benefit for these radionuclides in reducing pain in advanced prostate cancer; however, none of the
drugs has been shown to improve survival, albeit none of the clinical trials were powered to detect differences in
survival.

2. RADIUM-223
Over the past 10 years there has been increasing interest in bone-seeking radionuclides as disease modifying
agents in metastatic prostate cancer when used in innovative ways. Recent data from a phase 3 RCT investigating
Radium-223 (Xofigo) in advanced CRPC (ALSYMPCA Trial) has really opened the field to the prospect of
significant benefits to patients. Radium -223 chloride (Xofigo) is natural bone-seeking calcium mimetic that
emits high-energy alpha particles which delivers intense highly localised radiation within short area (2-10 cell
diameter) resulting in irreparable double strand DNA breaks. These properties enable targeted delivery of
radiation to sites of osteoblastic metastases with little effect on normal bone marrow. It has a half-life of 11.4 days
and is excreted mainly through the intestine.
The ALSYMPCA trial was a phase 3 double blind placebo controlled RCT of Radium-223 in patients with
progressive symptomatic CRPC who had previously received or were unfit for Docetaxel chemotherapy. Patients
were randomised in 2:1 fashion to 6 × 4 weekly injections of radium-223 (50 kBq/kg IV) or placebo and were
stratified according to prior Docetaxel use (yes or no), baseline alkaline phosphatase level (? > 100 versus < 100),
and current bisphosphonate use. A total of 922 patients participated in the study and a planned interim analysis
showed significant benefit from Radium-223 treatment, which lead to early termination of the trial. The results
showed significant benefit in median survival with Xofigo treatment (median OS 14.0 vs. 11.2 months; P =
0.00185; HR = 0.695; 95% CI, 0.552-0.875). There was lower incidence of SREs in Radium-223 group including
reduction in development of spinal cord compression (3% vs. 6%; p = 0.016) and time to first SRE was
significantly delayed (13.6 vs. 8.4 months; P = .00046; HR = .610; 95% CI, .461-.807. Xofigo treatment was well
tolerated with low incidence of grade 3 / 4 neutropaenia (1.8% vs. 0.8%) and thrombocytopaenia (4% vs. 2%).
Radium-223 has recently been approved by the FDA and will most likely receive European approval by the end of
2013.
There are a number of challenges to the widespread use of this radionuclide including which type of
clinician will prescribe and administer the drug in different countries as well as the crowded therapeutic landscape
in CRPC.
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3. CONCLUSION
Management of metastatic CRPC have become more exciting in the last decade with the approval of several
new drugs including Abiraterone Acetate, Enzalutamide, Docetaxel, Cabazitaxel, and Provenge, but it has also
raised issues regarding appropriate sequencing of these agents to get maximum benefit for the patient. Systemic
radionuclides have an established role in palliation of bone metastases from prostate cancer and recent studies has
demonstrated survival benefit in patients with metastatic prostate cancer for the alpha-emitting radionuclide,
Radium-223 (Xofigo).
Future studies with Radium-223 will examine ways of improving outcome in advanced disease setting and
also should explore the possible role in early stage prostate cancer by targeting bone micrometastases. Radium223 is also being tested in breast cancer.
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HURDLES FOR A BROADER USE OF 211At AND FOR THE SYNTHESIS OF 211AtLABELLED RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS AT HIGH ACTIVITIES FOR CLINICAL USE
O. R. Pozzi*, M. R.Zalutsky**
* National Atomic Energy Commission, Buenos Aires, Argentina
** Duke University Medical Center, Durham North Carolina, United States of America
One of the key impediments to the use of 211At is the very well known deleterious effect of high radiation
fields caused by its alpha particles on the synthesis of 211At-labelled radiopharmaceuticals. This is problematic
because radiolysis-mediated effects can produce diminishing efficiency of electrophilic astatination reactions due
to increasing deposition of radiation dose with increasing activities and with the passage of the time.
Astatine-211 has chemical properties that permit complex labelling strategies and a longer half-life than
2 Bi that makes it more suitable when the targeting molecule does not gain immediate access to the tumour cells
[1]. The first clinical evaluation was published in 2001 [2] in patients with brain tumour. Although this study
circumvents many of the challenges to entering clinical studies with 211At and many obstacles had to be
surmounted before clinical studies could be initiated, several problems were encountered in maintaining efficient
labelling with escalating radiation dose of α-particle even with fresh 211At elution [3].
13

Astatine-211 also has an additional hurdle to overcome before to its clinical application in labelled
radiopharmaceuticals related with its production and distribution. Among the potential group of promising αemitter it is the only one produced by cyclotrons, but due to the scarcity of cyclotrons equipped with 25−30 MeV
α-particle beams, it will of necessity be utilized in distant locations from the site of production. It presents a major
chemical challenge because the diminishing efficiency of electrophilic astatination reactions with the passage of
the time is well known, a problem likely related to the radiolysis produced by the high LET (linear energy
transfer) meaning that large amounts of energy are deposited in a highly localized manner [2].
This problem has been most comprehensively investigated to understand and evaluate the role of the
radiolysis effects of astatine alpha particles in the synthesis of therapeutic amounts of astatine labelled
radiopharmaceuticals. The results of the study were published on three different papers [3−5].
Based on the contention that from all the molecules present during the astatination reaction the solvent
molecules are at the highest molar concentration, therefore having the highest probability of interaction with the
alpha particles, the study was made using 3 different solvent as model solvent, chloroform for chlorinated solvents,
benzene for aromatic solvent and methanol for alcohols. Considering the high levels of radiolysis of the solvent to
be expected due to the high levels of radiation dose deposited for alpha particles a logical assumption indicates
that the high amounts of radicals, charged species and other very reactive reduced or oxidizing molecules
produced by the radiolytic decomposition of the solvent might deeply affected the astatination reactions.
The results showed and confirmed that the type and extension of the problems that makes very difficult to do
astatination chemistry at high activities were complete related with the type of solvent, the problems found in
benzene are complete different from the ones found in chloroform, and different as well for the ones found in
methanol. Briefly, on the first paper the solvent-related radiolytic effects over the astatination precursors in
several solvents and pH were studied [4]. On the second paper the studies were extended to analyze the effect of
the radiolysis-mediated process on the nature of the labelled product generated and the yields of SAB as a
function of the radiation dose and pH [3]. The profound influence of the nature of the solvent in the ability to
synthesize SAB found lead to the conclusion that radiolytic effects play an important role in the synthesis of
therapeutic amounts of astatine-labelled radiopharmaceuticals. The third paper [5] explored the effect of radiation
dose on the astatine species present before initiation of the labelling reaction based on the hypothesis that 211At
will react with highly reactive radiolytically generated species coming from the solvent, the studies were carried
out only in methanol identified previously as the optimal solvent for astatodestannylation [3,5]. The study showed
that astatination chemistry behaves completely different at the high activities, hence high radiation dose, required
for the clinical and industrial scenario in comparison with the behaviour observed in research, where the activities
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used normally below 185 MBq, produces radiation dose lower than 500−1000 Gy. In the three solvent the
astatination yields for producing SAB decreases very fast as the radiation dose increases, making not possible to
obtain high astatination yields at radiation dose higher than 1500−2000 Gy which makes impossible to make a
labelling for the level of activity required to do chemistry for therapy, normally higher than 555 MBq, in order to
get a final activity of the radiopharmaceutical for therapeutic purpose of at least 370 MBq or higher. But the
reasons that explain the decreasing astatination yields are different for each solvent model [3].
The first goal of the comprehensive study was to investigate solvent-related radiolytic effects on the
degradation of the radiohalogenation precursor used for the radiosynthesis of SAB [4]. This 211At-labeled
molecule was selected not only because of the practical need for being able to efficiently produce it at high levels
for clinical studies, but also because of its potential utility for labeling other proteins and peptides [6].
To relate the results of these experiments to conditions potentially encountered in higher-dose 211At labelling,
consider a situation in which a 370 MBq of 211At-labeled mAb is required. Using experimental average yields
previously published for preparation of 211At-labelled mAb for clinical use of around 55% for the SAB synthesis
and a mAb coupling yield of 76% [2], and considering the synthesis and puriﬁcation times involved, the starting
activity of 211At would need to be more than 1,500 MBq. For a prototypical reaction condition for SAB synthesis
of 500 µL and a reaction time of 20 min, the minimum dose that would be encountered when the reaction is run in
chloroform would be about 2,500 Gy. Thus, a dose of 3,000 Gy to the SAB chloroform reaction mixture is a
reasonable benchmark for evaluative purposes. If one assumes that similar levels of radioactivity would be
required if the reaction were run in other solvents, then the equivalent benchmark doses in methanol and benzene
would be 4,700 and 4,250 Gy, respectively, The difference on the Gy value at the same initial condition are due to
the different densities of these solvents [4].
Of the three solvents that were evaluated, benzene offered the lowest degree of radiolytic decomposition for
both tin precursors, which is consistent with the fact that benzene is generally considered nearly radiation inert
because of its stability. This contention is based on studies with low-LET radiation.
The most serious problems were found in chloroform due to the production of chlorine radicals, which will
produce a high level of side-reaction over the astatination precursor. The most important conclusion from the
study is that chloroform, the solvent utilized to prepare SAB for clinical 211At-labeled mAb production, is not
suitable for use at high radiation dose levels. Not only was extensive radiolytic decomposition of the tin precursor
observed, with 50% degradation taking place even at doses below 500 Gy, which is a pretty low level of radiation
dose reached even when doing labelling at low activities for research. But also radiolytically induced generation
of a non-radioactive byproduct was observed, which efficiently competed with astatinated precursor on the
conjugation reaction to the antibody. These phenomena could explain the lower SAB yields, lower mAb coupling
efficiencies and immunoreactivities that were observed at high doses [2]. A greater degree of stability was seen in
both methanol and benzene, were more than 85% of the precursor remaining at 3500 Gy. No cold byproducts
were observed with either solvent. The main conclusion of this study was that the nature of the solvent has a
profound influence on the ability to synthesize high activity levels of SAB and possibly other 211At-labeled
radiopharmaceuticals.
The problems encountered with chloroform at high radiation doses are consistent with the known sensitivity
of aliphatic halides to radiation. Chloroform is known to undergo many reactions and has a complex radiation
chemistry resulting in the generation of a variety of free radicals.
Because of the high rate of production and chemical properties of Cl, there is a high probability that this
radical could account for the presence of the byproduct, and could also explain the extensive radiolytic
decomposition of BuSTB. The concentration of chlorine radicals increases as the radiation dose increases, and at
the typical radiation dose necessary to reach for doing labelling for therapeutic purpose (higher than 2000 Gy) its
amount will be higher than the amount of labelling precursor normally used on this reactions.
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The next goal on the systematic research was to study how the radiolysis produced by the alpha particles
influences the astatination reactions using the same model compound SAB [3]. The results showed that in
chloroform SAB production declined rapidly with increasing dose, consistent with the documented radiolytic
decomposition of BuSTB and MeSTB in this solvent. Even though both tin precursors were not appreciably
degraded in benzene, SAB could not be produced in this solvent; instead highly lipophilic 211At-labeled species
were generated in near quantitative yields. Although a dose dependent decline in SAB yield also were observed
in methanol, both in the presence and absence of oxidant, the results were better than those obtained with other
solvents. The main conclusion was that clearly radiolytic factors could play an important role in the synthesis of
clinical level activities of 211At-labeled radiopharmaceuticals, necessitating the development of different reaction
conditions than those that work successfully at lower activity levels.
The most surprising result was the one obtained in benzene. Although from the perspective of the stability of
the tin precursor at high radiation doses, the best of the three solvents investigated was benzene, SAB could not be
synthesized in benzene at any radiation dose level, either in the presence or absence of oxidant. It suggests that
other factors in addition to availability of the precursor must be considered. The study showed that reaction of
211
At with benzene at high radiation doses resulted in the formation of very lipophilic species in yields generally
greater than 90%. We speculate that the product(s) could be [211At]astatobenzene and possibly other 211Atlabelled multi-ring compounds.
In methanol, the study showed that SAB production declined rapidly with increasing radiation dose. At
about 1500 Gy yields showed a 20% decreasing but for radiation higher than 4500 Gy SAB yields had declined
from about 80%, making these reaction conditions not ideal for performing 211At labelling at the high doses
needed for targeted radionuclide therapy which required starting activities producing radiation dose higher than
4500 Gy as explained before. Considering that even at radiation doses higher 5000 Gy, more than 90% of the
BuSTB remained intact, precursor degradation cannot account for the rapidly decreasing SAB yield with
increasing radiation dose.
These results pointed out that more basic problems, not related with the astatination precursor, could be
involved. One possible explanation would be radiation-induced changes in the chemical form of astatine itself
departing from At+, the species generally presumed to be required for efficient electrophilic astatodestannylation
reactions. The hypothesis was that this scenario could occur due to the generation of reducing species during the
radiolysis of methanol by high-LET 211At alpha-particles. Calculation using the preferred G values recommended
by the National Bureau of Standards for gamma radiolysis [7b] (G values for α-particles are not available)
effectively showed that the amount of reduced species hydrogen and formaldehyde produced by the radiolysis of
the solvent at the activities necessaries to do therapeutic labelling might become higher that the amount of oxidant
itself used for the reaction.
In order to confirm this hypothesis the last goal set for the comprehensive research was the design of
experiments to study the influence of the radiolysis produced by the alpha particles over the chemical behaviour
of the astatine itself [5]. The study was done only in methanol because the previous studies showed that from the
three types of solvents tested it was the only one that might we useful for doing labelling at high levels of
activities.
The results obtained on the last study were consistent with this hypothesis. Briefly it showed that in
methanol from all the chemical species involved on the reaction model used, the radioisotope itself was the most
profoundly affected by the radiation dose deposited on the solvent. The result probed that the chemical form of the
211
At does become altered and converted to a reduced species with increasing radiation dose deposition into the
solvent; solid experimental evidence lead us to hypothesize that the reduced astatine is most likely astatide. This
reduction reaction of the radioisotope turns out to be a main deleterious effect over electrophilic astatination
reactions at the high activities required for therapeutic purpose, making generation of electrophilic astatine more
difficult.
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The studies showed that at radiation doses below 1000 Gy, HPLC analysis indicated that > 90% of the 211At
was present in methanol as a single species, called At(1), while at higher doses, a second peak, called At(2),
emerged. At(1) decreased and At(2) increased in a radiation dose dependent fashion, with At(2) becoming the
predominant species at about 3000 Gy. At(2) was identified as a reduced form of astatine, presumably astatide,
which could not be efficiently oxidized to a species suitable for electrophilic astatination. In methanol/acetic acid,
> 95% of the astatine was present as At(2) even at doses below 1400 Gy. The emergence of a reduced form of
astatine, At(2), at higher radiation doses is consistent with the decline in SAB yields observed under these
conditions. Alteration of the chemical form of the astatine by radiolysis could account for the declining yields
noted in the preparation of clinical-level 211At-labeled radiopharmaceuticals as well as when the labelling
chemistry is initiated hours after 211At production. This suggests that At(2) is in a chemical form from which At+,
the species generally considered to be required for electrophilic astatodestannylaton, cannot be efficiently
generated. Unfortunately, definitive chemical identification of At(1) and At(2) could not be done because the lack
of a stable astatine isotope limits the use of standard analytical techniques and prohibits the identification of
several oxidation states. Clearly, due to its carrier free nature, when 211At is isolated from the cyclotron target in
the absence of oxidant, the number of moles of reducing species produced from methanol radiolysis could exceed
those of astatine by several orders of magnitude, even at relatively low radiation doses. This could lead to the
generation of reduced forms of astatine, which are not suitable for electrophilic astatination reactions. The results
demonstrating an increasing fraction of At(2) with increasing radiation dose confirm this hypothesis. The shifting
of activity from At(1) to At(2) in the presence of the reducing agent sodium sulfite is consistent with the
possibility that the reduced species represented by At(2) is astatide. This conjecture is supported by the anionic
behaviour showed by the electrophoresis and also supported by the fact that the retention time of At(2) was nearly
identical to that of sodium [131I]iodide. Thus, it appears that radiolysis of methanol could have two deleterious
effects on electrophilic astatination reactions: consumption of the oxidant added to create At+ and alteration of the
211
At added to reaction to a chemical form from which generation of a reactive electrophilic is more difficult.
The reactions occurring during methanol radiolysis provide a rationale for the dose and pH dependent
increase in At(2) production. In methanol, radiation renders the spur more acidic than the bulk due to the
formation of CH3OH2+ and acidic pH increases the production of reducing species in methanol [7]. Thus, as the
radiation dose increases, the spur becomes more acidic, which in turn, increases generation of reduced species.
We speculate that the sequence more acidic spur → more reducing species results in increased At (2) productions,
which will continue incrementing as the spur overlap increases. Consistent with this speculation is the observation
of increased production of At(2) at lower radiation doses in the presence compared with the absence of acetic acid.
Our results presented here demonstrate for the first time another significant impediment to successful astatine
chemistry: alteration in the chemical form of the 211At with increasing radiation dose from one(s) suitable for
electrophilic labelling reactions to one(s) that is not. We show that in methanol, the solvent identified to date as
the only potential candidate for doing therapy-level astatodestannylation, astatine is present at low radiation doses
in a form from which At+ can readily be generated, perhaps stabilized in a complex with methanol. With
increasing radiation dose deposition to the solvent, conversion to a reduced species, probably astatide, occurs,
which would account for the decline in labelling yields at elevated radiation doses.
This comprehensive study pointed out the profound effect on the astatine chemistry of increasing radiation
dose and dose rate. The study showed that from the radiochemistry perspective the deposited energy per distance
(dE/dx), described by a typical Bragg curve, and the lower penetration depth of the alpha particles produces
fundamental differences on the radiolysis behaviour in comparison with particles beta negative. With densely
ionizing radiation (e.g. α-particles) the spur overlaps and forms a column of ions and excited species about the
track. This behaviour underline the consequences of the track effects over the chemistry [8] because the radicals
produced on the primary interaction have higher probabilities of interact with each other inside the track to give
molecular products instead of diffusing away to the bulk in a more homogeneous reaction environment increasing
the radical yields. The overlapping of the reactive radicals, because the overlapping of the spur, happens more on
the track of high-LET particles; therefore the molecular yields should increase. The study showed solid
experimental evidence of the consequence over the astatine chemistry at high activities coming from this
mechanism and demonstrated and confirmed the working hypothesis that astatine chemistry at high activities
critically depends on the solvent in which the reactions are being carried out and also that the radiolysis problem
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is completely independent of the astatination precursor. It also showed that the direct translation of the optimal
conditions found for the chemistry done at low activities can not always be applied for chemistry at high activities.
Although the problems caused by radiolysis have been most comprehensively investigated with 211At, similar
difficulties probably exist with the other alpha particle emitters of interest for targeted radiotherapy.
Information recently released [9] showed a new approach to deal with the radiolysis problem, called
stabilization strategy, which has been shown to overcome the main problems that have precluded the use of
astatine at high radiation doses, making it possible to do chemistry in high radiation fields. This strategy allows
obtaining high astatination yields working at high levels of radiation dose and high levels of radiation dose rate as
well, similar to the yield obtained at low activities by regular astatination techniques. This technology could have
a major impact on the field because it overcomes many of the current obstacles to the development of 211Atlabeled targeted therapeutics; it permits both possible scenarios - therapeutic applications and industrial
applications, allowing distribution of astatine to locations distant from the production site.
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ACTINIUM-225 AND BISMUTH-213 ALPHA PARTICLE IMMUNOTHERAPY OF
CANCER
D. Scheinberg

Nuclides with appropriate half-lives and emission characteristics that would be potent enough to kill
neoplastic cells in the small quantities that reach targets in vivo, include the high linear energy transfer (LET)
alpha emitters such as Actinium-225 and Bi-213. We developed methods for the attachment of radiometals via
bifunctional chelates to monoclonal antibodies (mAb) without loss of immunoreactivity. We developed alphaemitting Bi-213 lintuzumab constructs, characterized and qualified them in preclinical models, and took them into
human clinical trials in patients with AML. Safety, anti-leukemic activity, and complete responses (CR’s) have
been demonstrated through phase 2 trilas. Bi-213 is produced in a portable small generator device based on Ac225 in the hospital nuclear medicine lab. The isotope is then purified, attached to the antibody, and the product is
qualified and processed. Despite this success, the major obstacle to the widespread use of these drugs remains the
short 213Bi half-life (46 minutes), which poses a large logistical hurdle before injection and limits its delivery to
only the most accessible cancer cells after injection (Fig 1.)

FIG. 1. Simplified Ac-225 generator to Bi-213 decay scheme yielding four net alphas

Our solution to these constraints for Bi-213 was to deliver the Ac-225 atomic generator itself to the target
cell, allowing production of the atoms in vivo that will yield potent alpha emissions at or in the cancer cell. For
this process to be successful pharmacologically, the device must possess molecular dimensions. At its ultimate
reduction, the device therefore consists of a single generator atom attached to the delivery vehicle. Actinium-225
has a 10.0-day half-life and decays via alpha emission through three atoms, each of which also emits an alpha
particle. We developed methods that use bifunctional versions of the chelating moiety DOTA (1,4,7,10tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid) to stably bind 225Ac to the delivery vehicles, and have described
the synthesis, purification, and analyses of the resulting constructs. The “in vivo generators” or “atomic
nanogenerators” were successfully tested in vitro in several systems, showing 1000-fold increases in potency (on
a mCi basis) thereby making this a cost-effective approach, and were active in several model systems in mice
(disseminated leukemia, colon cancer, prostate cancer, ovarian cancer, neuroblastoma, lung cancer, glioblastoma).
Administration IV, IT, and IP were possible. Targeting of neovasculature of tumors was also effective. Preclinical
methods to use the Ac-225 nanogenerator as part of a “2-step” pretargeting approach to therapy have also been
demonstrated.
Based on the preclinical body of work, phase 1 trials in humans with AML were begun, showing, safety,
anti-leukemia activity, and logistical ease of production and administration, in which drug could be made at a
central site (Houston, Tx) and shipped to multiple sites throughout the USA. The cGMP manufacturing has been
FDA approved for multicenter use. Theoretical toxicities to organs, such as kidney, related to the daughter
products, were not seen.
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The technology has been licensed from Sloan-Kettering Institute to Actinium Pharmaceuticals, which is
sponsoring current trials and drug production. While current supplies of Ac-225 are available from U233/Thorium-229 supplies in the USA, EU, and Russia, a scalable cyclotron-based method of production has been
developed by Actinium in Munich and also by the ITU.
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EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT OF BLADDER CANCER WITH Bi-213-anti-EGFR MAb
Christof Seidl1, Birgit Pfost1, Felix Müller1, Silvia Rötzer1, Julia Fazel1, Klaus-Peter Gilbertz2,
Annette Feuchtinger3, Gregor Weirich4, Alfred Morgenstern5, Frank Bruchertseifer5, Michael
Autenrieth6, Markus Essler1, Reingard Senekowitsch-Schmidtke1
1
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1. INTRODUCTION
Therapy of non-muscle-invasive bladder cancer (carcinoma in situ) comprises transurethral resection of the
tumour and subsequent instillation of the chemotherapeutic drug mitomycin C in order to eradicate remaining
tumour cells. Yet 15 – 40% of treated patients relapse within 5 years. Therefore, new therapeutic strategies to
combat tumour recurrence are needed.
Alpha-particle emitting radionuclides efficiently kill single tumour cells or small tumour cell clusters.
Because the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is overexpressed on bladder cancer cells, conjugates
composed of the alpha-emitter Bi-213 and the anti-EGFR antibody matuzumab should provide a powerful drug to
eliminate disseminated bladder cancer cells.
Therefore, the aims of our study were (i) to analyse the cytotoxic effects of Bi-213-anti-EGFR
radioimmunoconjugates at the cellular level, (ii) to evaluate therapeutic efficacy of intravesically applied Bi-213anti-EGFR-Mab in a nude mouse model with intravesical human bladder cancer xenografts, (iii) to compare Bi213-anti-EGFR-Mab efficacy with chemotherapy using mitomycin C and (iv) to demonstrate that
radioimmunotherapy is not toxic to cells of the bladder wall and of the kidneys.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The alpha-emitter Bi-213 was eluted from a generator system provided by the Institute for Transuranium
Elements (European Commission, JRC, Karlsruhe, Germany) and coupled to the monoclonal anti-EGFR-MAb
(matuzumab, Merck, Germany) via the chelating agent CHX-A”-DTPA. Alpha-particles emitted from Bi-213 (t½
= 46 min) exhibit a short range in tissue of approximately 50-90 µm and a LET of 60-150 keV/µm.
The cytotoxic potential of Bi-213-anti-EGFR-MAb conjugates was investigated in vitro via quantification of
DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs). The H2AX histones are immediately phosphorylated to γH2AX at the sites of
DSBs. Using an antibody that specifically binds to γH2AX, DSBs can be quantified. EJ28 bladder cancer cells
were incubated with different activity concentrations of Bi-213-anti-EGFR-MAb conjugates (37 kBq/mL−2.96
MBq/mL) for 3 h. At different time points after incubation γH2AX was detected via immunoflourescence, flow
cytometry and Western blotting. Quantification of immunofluorescence signals was done by image analysis
(Definiens Cognition Network Technology®).
Therapeutic efficacy of Bi-213-anti-EGFR-MAb was evaluated in an orthotopic human urothelial carcinoma
nude mouse model using EJ28-luc cells, stably transfected with firefly luciferase. At 1 h, 7 d, and 14 d after
intravesical inoculation of EJ28 bladder cancer cells, mice were instilled with Bi-213-anti-EGFR-MAb (0.925
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MBq), the chemotherapeutic drug mitomycin C (40 µg), or unlabeled anti-EGFR-MAb. Animals with advanced
tumours − i.e. between days 13 and 35 after tumour cell inoculation − received three applications of 0.46 MBq Bi213-anti-EGFR-MAb every fourth day or two applications of 0.93 MBq Bi-213-anti-EGFR-MAb every seventh
day. Tumour development was monitored by bioluminescence imaging. For evaluation of radiation injury
urothelia and kidneys of mice that had been intravesically injected with 0.925–3.7 MBq of Bi-213-anti-EGFRMAb were examined histologically 300 d after treatment.

3. RESULTS
Treatment of EJ28 bladder cancer cells with Bi-213-anti-EGFR-MAb efficiently induced DSBs, as detected
via γH2AX foci. The number of γH2AX foci per cell and the number γH2AX positive cells increased with
increasing Bi-213-anti-EGFR-MAb activity concentrations. With increasing time after treatment, the number of
γH2AX foci gradually decreased, but did not reach control level even after 24 hours.
Control mice treated with unlabeled anti-EGFR-MAb showed a median survival of 89 days. Median
survival of mice that were intravesically injected with 0.925 MBq of Bi-213-anti-EGFR-MAb 1 h, 7 d, and 14 d
after cell instillation was >300 d, >300 d and 55 d, respectively. Treatment of mice with mitomycin C 1 h and 7 d
after cell instillation resulted in median survival of 289 d and 251 d, respectively. However, application of
mitomycin C turned out to be nephrotoxic.
Repeated treatment of advanced tumour stages with Bi-213-anti-EGFR-MAb (three times 0.46 MBq or two
times 0.93 MBq) between days 13 and 35 after cell instillation did not significantly prolong median survival
compared to a single application 14 days after cell inoculation. Neither single nor repeated administration of
therapeutically efficient Bi-213-d9MAb activities (up to 0.925 MBq) did damage normal urothelia or impair
kidney function of animals as confirmed by histopathology. Treatment resulted in mild to moderate inflammatory
infiltration of urothelia and kidneys in the worst case as analysed 300 days after intravesical injection of up to 3.7
MBq of Bi-213-anti-EGFR-MAb.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Radioimmunotherapy of xenograft bladder cancer using the alpha-emitter Bi-213 coupled to an anti-EGFR
antibody proved to be highly efficient in a nude mouse model. High cytotoxicity of Bi-213 is predominantly due
to massive induction of DSBs in the nuclei of tumour cells. Therefore, Bi-213-anti-EFGFR-MAb therapy will be
evaluated in a clinical study soon.
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DOSIMETRY AND RADIOBIOLOGY OF ALPHA-PARTICLE EMITTERS
George Sgouros
Johns Hopkins University, School of Medicine
Baltimore MD USA

In almost every case, administered activity (AA)-based dosing has been used to define the maximum
tolerated dose in phase I radiopharmaceutical therapy (RPT) trials. This dose-level is then used (with some
exceptions) in all subsequent patients. Such an approach is inherently sub-optimal because the absorbed dose to
normal organs and to tumour can vary, in some cases, substantially for a given AA across different patients.
Accordingly, AA-based RPT leads to conservative treatment that, typically, prevents normal organ toxicity but at
the expense of tumour control. Aside from a compromised ability to efficiently identify the tolerable treatment
level, selection of AA as the escalation variable in phase 1 trials also fails to make the most of a unique
opportunity in the development and commercialization of an RPT. That is, to collect critical dose-response data
that could much more efficiently guide implementations of the treatment beyond the patient population under
study. Empiric escalation also precludes the collection of data relevant to developing and testing radiobiological
models of tumour control and normal organ tolerance that are specific to RPT and that may be compared and
contrasted with models developed in radiotherapy. A more rational approach to phase I escalation involves an
escalation scheme in which the absorbed dose to the dose-limiting organ is the escalation variable. Key to
implementing absorbed dose escalation in RPT is the ability to image the activity distribution of the therapeutic
radiopharmaceutical longitudinally. If quantitative imaging of the RPT is possible, and treatment may be divided
into two or more fractions then the first fraction may be used to perform dosimetry. The activity administered for
subsequent fractions can then be adjusted based upon the results of the dosimetry calculation. This is a potential
alternative to collecting a pre-therapy tracer study. When the therapeutic radiopharmaceutical does not emit
photons adequate for imaging or when the administered activity for therapy is below the imaging sensitivity of
current imaging technologies, validated imaging surrogates of the therapeutic radiopharmaceutical may be used.
Examples of both approaches may be found in the literature.
It is also important that the imaging information be at an anatomical scale that is relevant to the dimensions
of the target tissue vis-à-vis the emission length and spatial distribution of the RPT (i.e., at the necessary
resolution). The resolution of current clinical nuclear medicine imaging instrumentation is of the order of a
centimeter. Dosimetry calculation performed at this scale will predict biologic effects for long-range emissions
(e.g., beta-particles) or (in the infrequent cases) when the agent is uniformly distributed and the average absorbed
dose to the whole organ equals the absorbed dose to the critical sub-structures of the organ. Deviations from this
set of circumstances require dosimetry calculations that are at a resolution greater than current imaging
instrumentation. This fundamental limitation may be overcome by relating macroscopic measurements over an
organ volume to the micro-scale distribution of activity within the organ. Methods that take this approach by
complementing human imaging-based data collection with a priori data or animal model studies have been
developed.
Radiobiological models are required to translate the dosimetric information described above to tumour
response or normal organ toxicity. In diagnostic imaging dosimetry, the relevant biologic effect is risk evaluation
and the input to risk evaluation models is average organ absorbed dose. When the biological end-points are
tumour control and normal tissue complication, radiobiological modelling is considerably more complex and
evaluation of tumour control and normal tissue complication probability requires more information than is
provided by a single mean absorbed dose value over the tumour or normal tissue volume. This is all the more true
for alpha-particle emitters wherein the prediction of biological outcome requires information about the spatial
absorbed dose distribution at a micro scale that is consistent with the most radiosensitive elements of a normal
tissue volume.
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The increased interest in alpha-particle emitter radiopharmaceutical therapy (αRPT) requires: (1) a reexamination of the strategies used to conduct phase 1 trials, (2) an assessment of the cost-effectiveness of
incorporating dosimetry at specific stages in the development of the radiopharmaceutical and (3) a recognition
that dosimetry methodologies that are well-beyond the single value representation of dosimetry at both the micro
and the macro scale must be adopted.
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DEVELOPMENT OF 211At CHEMISTRY FOR LABELLING BIOMOLECULES
D. Scott Wilbur
Department of Radiation Oncology, University of Washington, Seattle, WA
The development of chemistry for radiolabeling carrier compounds with astatine-211 (211At) has been slow
due to a number of complicating factors. One of those factors is its limited availability due to fact that there are
only a few cyclotrons in the world making this radionuclide. Another factor is the fact that astatine, which has a
7.21 h half-life, is an element that has no stable or long-lived radionuclides. The short half-life severely limits
shipments to investigators away from the site of its production. Most importantly, the fact that there are no stable
or long-lived radionuclides makes it very difficult to fully characterize the radiolabeled compounds being
developed. Although (radio)iodine may be considered a surrogate for astatine, as it is the nearest neighbour in the
halogen group of elements, their chemistry and in vivo behaviour can be very different.
The limited ability to produce 211At makes it imperative that efficient processes for its isolation and
radiolabeling be developed. Most investigators use a “dry distillation” isolation approach to isolate 211At from
irradiated bismuth targets. We used that isolation method for nearly 2 decades, but more recently have switched
to a “wet chemistry” isolation approach. There were three reasons for changing isolation approach. Those were:
(1) our bismuth target size was increased to produce higher quantities of 211At (e.g. > 100 mCi) for clinical studies,
(2) at times we had obtained inconsistent and low recovery yields using the dry distillation approach, and (3) we
believe that a wet chemistry approach will be more readily automated. A 5-step wet chemistry approach has been
developed for isolation of 211At from the irradiated bismuth target. This method of isolation was found to be
reproducible and efficient. Indeed, the recovery results were so high we became concerned about our data. We
determined that attenuation of the 211At reading in the target by bismuth was quite large, estimated at ~ 30−35%.
For 54 recent isolation runs, the attenuation and decay corrected recovery yields from the wet chemistry approach
were 78 ± 11%. In two preparative runs which had (attenuation corrected) 72 mCi and 134 mCi 211At in the target,
quantities of 43 mCi (73% attenuation & decay corrected yield) and 72 mCi (65% a.d.c.y.) were isolated.
Another important factor that has slowed development of 211At-labeled radiopharmaceuticals is the fact that
the bond between 211At and the carrier molecule can be unstable to in vivo deastatination. To circumvent the
instability, we investigated chelation of 211At with the chelators DOTA and NOTA. While complexes were
formed, they were unstable to isolation. We also investigated oxidation of arylastatine (to prepare Aryl-AtO2).
The oxidation appeared to occur, but the oxidized 211At compound was unstable in vivo. The majority of our
investigations of alternatives to aryl-astatine pendant groups have been conducted using a boron cage pendant
group, closo-decaborate(2-) [designated B10]. A number of protein-reactive molecules containing the B10 moiety
have been made and evaluated. Importantly, unlike the 2-step labelling using aryl-stannane intermediates, the
high reactivity of the B10 pendant group allows conjugation with proteins followed by direct astatination of the
protein conjugate. The direct labelling of antibody-B10 conjugates with 211At is similar to direct iodination
reactions, and it provides high radiolabeling yields (~70-95%). The direct labelling has allowed us to prepare an
antibody with 40 mCi in 86% radiolabeling yield. Most importantly, in vivo comparisons with a number of
radioiodinated and astatinated antibody-B10 conjugates have demonstrated that their distributions are very similar,
indicating that there is a high in vivo stability of the 211At label.
Our studies have demonstrated that high recovery of 211At can be obtained using a “wet chemistry” approach
to isolation from the bismuth target. We have also demonstrated that direct labelling of antibody-B10 conjugates
with 211At can be performed in high yields, and that the astatinated antibodies are stable to in vivo deastatination.
While these results will allow us to enter clinical studies with 211At-labelled antibodies, the chemistry associated
with 211At is not fully understood. Therefore, it is important that many more basic studies to be conducted with
211
At, so the optimal labelling reagent for each type of disease-targeting agent becomes apparent.
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INVESTIGATION
Michael R. Zalutsky
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Particularly in clinical settings where tumour burden is low and cancers are located in close proximity to
essential normal tissue structures, α-particle emitting radionuclides can offer significant advantages for targeted
radionuclide therapy. One of the first alpha emitters to be evaluated for this purpose is the 7.2-h half-life
radiohalogen Astatine-211 (211At). From a commercialization-potential perspective 211At, is less appealing than
the longer half-life alpha particle emitters Radium-223, Actinium-225 and Thorium-227, which have become the
focus of many laboratories. However, if methods for providing a better supply of 211At could be developed, this
alpha emitter would be the radionuclide of choice for many potential therapeutic applications. With regard to the
production of 211At, this can be readily be accomplished by bombarding natural bismuth targets with 28−29.5
MeV alpha particles via the 209Bi(α,2n)211At reaction. The goal is to utilize an alpha particle beam energy that
provides the required balance for maximizing 211At production while minimizing creation of 210At, which is
problematic because of its 138.4-day half life alpha-particle emitting daughter, 210Po. For most intended clinical
applications, alpha particle beam energy of about 29 MeV offers the best compromise between maximizing yield
and providing 211At with sufficient radionuclidic purity for clinical use. Clinically relevant levels of 211At have
been produced at several institutions using both internal and external cyclotron targets.
Unlike some of the other alpha particle emitting radionuclides under investigation for targeted radiotherapy,
cost and complexity of production has not been an issue. However, availability of 211At is constrained by the need
for a medium energy cyclotron for its production. Production of 211At has been confined to only a few centers, but
the number of institutions doing this is increasing. Moreover, there are about 30 additional cyclotrons throughout
the world, including machines in Eastern Europe, South America and Asia, capable of producing 211At. There is
no shortage of beam time available at most of these cyclotron facilities; what is lacking is expertise in
methodologies for 211At production and purification, as well as clinicians and basic researchers to provide
motivation for initiating a 211At production program.
An alternative approach for increasing the availability of 211At is through the development of a 211Rn/211At
radionuclide generator system. The half-life of 211Rn is 14.6 h, even longer than that of 123I, a radionuclide that
has been shown to be commercially viable for SPECT imaging applications. This is not a new concept; however,
previously reported methods have suffered from multiple problems including esoteric beams, low beam currents,
low production yields, and particularly for spallation reactions, generation of other radionuclides that will be
difficult to separate from 211Rn/211At. Recently, we have been collaborating with Dr. Jerry Nolen to evaluate the
possibility of using the Argonne National Laboratory superconducting heavy ion linear accelerator (ATLAS) for
this purpose. The cross section for the 209Bi(7Li, 5n)211Rn reaction in the 40−60 MeV range is high and proof of
principle for this approach was demonstrated on ATLAS quite recently. ATLAS efficiency and intensity
upgrades are underway, including a new cryomodule and a 60.625 MHz CW RFQ, which should increase the
intensity of the 7Li beam to about 100 pµA, potentially permitting the production of hundreds of mCi of 211Rn.
Another distinguishing feature of astatine compared with radiometals is that its halogen properties generally
permit the labelling of small molecules with retention of their biological targeting properties. Instead of requiring
addition of the radiometal, a multidentate ligand and in many cases, a spacer group, organic molecules can be
labelled with 211At via formation of a C-At bond. Examples of small molecules labeled with 211At developed by
our research group include 5-[211At]astato-2’-deoxyuridine, 211At-labeled biotin and bisphosphonate derivatives,
and meta-[211At]astatobenzylguanidine (MABG). Although most small 211At-labeled organic molecules have not
demonstrated adequate stability to warrant clinical investigation, MABG is a notable exception, having nearly
identical in vivo tissue distribution as its radioiodinated analogue, MIBG.
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Finally, lacking problematic, longer-lived, alpha-particle emitting daughters, an argument could be made
that 211At is the best choice for clinical settings where concerns about minimizing normal tissue radiotoxicity are
of paramount importance. These include treatment of pediatric cancer patients and those with central nervous
system malignancies. This was one of the motivating factors in performing the first clinical trial of an 211Atlabeled radiotherapeutic in patients with brain tumours. Our Phase 1 study in recurrent glioma patients who
received 211At-labeled 81C6 injected into their surgically created tumour resection cavity doubled median survival
compared to standard of care treatment. Based on these encouraging results, we are planning to initiate a similar
Phase 1 trial in newly diagnosed glioma patients. In keeping with this perspective concerning the settings where
the properties of 211At might be of greatest advantage, we also are planning clinical trials involving treatment of
patients with HER2-positive breast cancer neoplastic meningitis with 211At-labelled trastuzumab, and children
with neuroblastoma with MABG.
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